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A surgical operation winch has attracted universal interest was peifirmed
t bis wei k by Dr Maxwell in the LWihlin
Ophthalmic Hotpitiil. It consir-tftf of
grafiii’g the lyelid « f a rtcfr.lly killed
pig tu that of a man. The patient. John
(ban, is mii army pensioner, who f>r
a line years had la eu under treatment
for ophthalmia. Dw i g to the loss of his
left eyelid it was found impossible to
cure hi? eye, for wl&n it was exposed to
the light without the protection of the
lid the disease would reappear.
Dr. Maxwell determined to make an
experiment. • A healthy pig was select
ed and three medical men went to the
s!augh|er house with the patient in a
cab. A screen was erected, which in
closed the chamber, but whs open to
direct light in the sky. The pig was
stuck in the usual way and as its blood
outpoured at the throat Dr. Maxwell,
with a swift stroke of his lancet, cut off
its eyelid.
The edge of the p itient’s eyelid,where
the attachment was to be made, had
been cut, and as quick as thought Dr.
Maxwell, whil t the pig’s eyelid wa.atill living, attachid it to the man’s eye
lid. The piece was instantly made fast
by s'itches.
Reports received from Dublin today
s*y the operation has been most suc
cessful. 1 lm adhesion of the pig’s eye
lid t i the edge of the patient’s is perfect
and there is every prospect that the de
sired o’ject will be attained.
It is a curious illustration ot how rig
idly the profesviotial etiquette among
physicians here lorhids anything savor
ing of advertisement that Dr. Maxwell
has felt compelled to state that he had
nothing to do with the publicity given to
his ingenii us operaiion.
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• Daily J Stop on Signal. tDai,yex.8unday
B. >feO. train leaving Mt Vernon at 9:10 |
a. m. connects with Lake Shore train ar
riving at Toledo at 2:05 p. in. and Detroit
at 6:20 p. in. and for other Michigan points
same day.
B. & O. train leaving Mt. Vernon at ft.10 ]
a. ni arrives in Cleveland via Big Four at
12:15 p- in. leaving at 4 p. m., arriving In
Mt. Vernon at 7:45 p. no. giving passengers
three hours for business and back same
dav.
B AO train No It leaving Mt. Vernon
at 5:34 a. ro. arriving in C dt mbits at 8:20 a.
m. Leaving CdiimhusU p. in., arriving
at Mt. Vernon 8:06 p m thus giving pa*
senger* all day in Columbus.
I) B Martin,
Manager ».f Passenger Traffic.
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East Side Public Square

Gave Back
My Health.
There is no reason for being despondent
•nd considering diseases of the blood
incurable, simply because the treatment
of physicians and many so-called blood
remedies fail to effect a cure. Though
it is naturally disheartening to the suf
ferer who faithfully takes the prescribed
treatment of the physicians, often at the
expense of hundreds of dollars, to find
himself, no better as time goes
by, still a cure will result from the right
remedy, S.S.S., no matter what other
treatment has failed.
The reason that S.S.S. (Swift’s Spe
cific) has so successfully cured even the
worst cases after other treatment had
been tried in vain is that it is the only
remedy which forces the poison from
the blood and permanently eliminates
It from the system, which is the only
correct principle of curing the disease.
Mercurial remedies bottle up the poison
and tear down the system, while S.S.S.
forces out the poison and builds up and
adds strength and vigor to the entire
system. It is nature’s remedy, and con
tains no harmful ingredient.
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MADE-T0-F1T SUITS...
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There is a difference between this class and
the made-to-order suits. Many tailors are
content with tha latter class. To be sure, we
make all our clothes to order, hut we also
make them fit—something that every one else
doesn’t do. To cover your nakedness is one
thing and to fit you is another.
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except oun<lay. f Flag
•top. II meals.
Mg- Where no time is given trains do not stop
Nos. 2 and 8 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbus, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 cents between Cleveland and Cincinnati,
orintormedlate stations, South of Columbus.
Nos. 27 and 28, carry Vestibnled Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and Cincinnati.
No. 27 has a Local Vestibnled Sleeper between
Colnmbns and Cleveland, and caa be occupied
by passengers after DM) p. m.al the West end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 hasa Local Vestibnled Hleepor between
Cleveland and Colnmbns. This Sleeper arrives at
Columbus at 2:15 a. m. and is set at the Fast end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths until 7:00 a m.
No. 28 will stop to let off passengers South or
Mt. Vernon.
For any information address
J E. Hannegan,
Ass’t Oen’i Paas. Agent,

Bans Dally,

Or,

STREET.

SHERIFF'S SALE.

F

Columbus Ewalt. as Guardian Ac.,
vs.
*
Robert Miller.
Knox Common Pleas.
virtue of an order of sale issued out of
BYthe
Court of Common Pleas of Knox
i oiintv. <Mo, and to me directed. I will offer
for sale at the door ot the Court House, in
Mt. Vernon, Knox county, on

SELL ;
STOVES
iv

i> w

C. F. DALY.

Gon’l Pass. Agent, 'Ueveland.Ohlo

Thursday, the 30 Ihiy of Dtreatar, 1897,
between the hours of 1 p. m. and 3 p. m. of
said day. the following described lands and
tenements, situate In Knox County. Ohio,
to-wit:
Being lot number four-hundred and sixtvlive (F6) In Thomas' Addition to the town
now city, of Mt. Vernon. Knox County, Ohio.
Appraised at *2.iuu.
Terms of sale: Cash.
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Sheriff. Knox county, Ohio.
S. R. GOTSHAI.I. and J. D. CRITCHriRLD, At
torneys for Plaintiff.
Mt. Vernon Ohio, Nov. 21th. 1897.
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Purely Vegetable
all weakening drains,

LOUDON SILCOTT

i’

For fine carriage blarJumlthlng and
all kinds of machine repairing. $
Novelty work and model work a
specialty.

Jj

ROBERT BOWERS, horseshoer.

LOUDON SILCOTT,

§!

No. 31U South Math Street.

J

00 SHOE
The Style. Fit and Wear
could not be improved for
Double the Price.

1896-97-

tiog8 for the Examination of
citers will bo held at the

W. L. Douglas $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00 Shoes are ‘he
productions of skilled workmen, from the best ma
terial possible to put into shoes sold at these prices.
We make also $2.50 and $2.25 shoes for men, and
$2.50, $2.00 and $1.75 for boys, and the W. L.
Douglas $3.50 Police shoe, very suitable for
letter-carriers, policemen and others having
much walking to do.

Room,

itral Building, Mt. Vernon,
he Second Saturday of Every Month
EXCEPT JANUARY AND JULT

Merchants,
Hankers,

Trr flrat Saturday of Ajirll and May- Ex1 i-nii/inn will commence at e.auo ciock a.
a 1,1 ’’Address all communications to the
ClerR ot Board of Examiners.

Organization of Board.

L D. I1ONEBRAKE. Prest
Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
-

W. F- A LUI IKK. Clerk.

Predorlcktown, Ohio.

R L. JONES.

Martinsburg, Ohio.

QUEEIt UNDEUTAKEH.

W. L. DOUGLAS

EXAMINATHtfS

Examinations

-tvr/oeuro
quickly and forever Nervous DebilltV
~“ —T— lA—wk™ T
XCs*mr»r-vr

West side Pub. Square, Mt. Vernon.

TEACHERS’

Pupils’

Valuable books and on blood and skin
disea-es will be mailed free by Swift
rein, anil can feci it I ihegrcaL—
A TONIC ever d: covered. "Palrno Tablets Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

For Sale at Ed Dever’s Drug Store,

OX OOUNTY

ool

is sold by all druggists.

,

Also all kinds of Hard and Soft
Coal.

Lawyers,
Physiciaus
ana all

economical
men wear
W. L. Douglas
Shoes liecausc they
are the best.
l-'or sale by

and is the only blood remedy guaranteed

feed the brain, replace wasted tis to contain not a particle of mercury,
sues end send ricn, flesh-building potash, arsenic or other mineral. S.S.S.
blood bounding through every part

MAX MEYERS,
301 W. GAMBIER ST.

Mr. Charles Glenn, of 1563 Dudley St.,
Cincinnati, is one of the many who
constantly praise S S.S. for giving him
back his health. He says:
“From childhood I was afflicted with
terrible blood disease, and have
taken almost every blood remedy on the
market, but my case was deepseated,
and one by one they failed. The large,
red blotches increased in size and num
ber, and soon covered my entire body.
“My parents had me treated by a num
ber of physicians, but the disease was
too much for them, and after their tem
porary relief was over, I found myself
growing steadily worse. Thus I grew
into manhood, handicapped by a terrible
disease an 1 having tried so many reme
dies without lelief, when a friend urged
me to take S.S S. I had little faith in any
medicine. I was happy to find, however,
that I had at last gotten the right remedy,
for one bottle of S.S.S did me so much
good that I soon had hopes of being enred.
I continued the remedy, and was cured
completely, the unsightly spots soon
disappeared, leaving my skin perfectly
clear. My general health was also built
up, and I am robust and strong. I be
lieve S.S.S. will cure the worst case of
blood poison in the world.”
S.S.S. is a real blood remedy, and will
cure the most obstinate cases of Cancer,
Eczema,Catarrh, Scro ula, Rheumatism,
Contagions Blood Poison, old sores,
or any disease caused by impure blood.
It is

Wo aro constantly adding new styles to out
already large variety, and there is no rea
son why v«u cannot be suited, so insist on
having W. L. Douglas Shoes from your
dealer.
_____
We use only the best Calf, Russia Calf
(all colors), French Patent Calf,
French Enamel, Vlcl Kid, etc.,
graded to correspond with prices
of the shoes.

If dealer cannot supply you,
write

W. L.CDOUGLAS,
Brockton, Mass.
atalogue Free.

SILAS PARR, 3 South Main St.

Wouldn’t Sit Up Willi a Corpse For
Anybody.
[Lewiston (Maine) Journal.]

“I’ve been in this business neerly 20
years,” says an Androscoggin County
undertaker, "and I think that I know a
thing or two about it, but it would take
more money than you’ve got to hire me
to ‘sit up’ with a corpse.”
“Wh^? ’ we asked
“Because I wouldn’t do it. I could
go to beil in the next room and sleep all
night, but as for’silting up’ all night, 1
don’t care to do it. And there are
others. By the by, did you read the
story of the rich Izmdon lady whose will
provided for a large sum of money for
the persou who should visit her tomb
daily for a certain time? They were to
go in’o the tomb alone and sit there a
certain number of hours each day. They
were not allowed to read or talk or in
fact do anything except just sit there the
riquired number of hours. Many
people tried it but none succee led. All
of 1 hem gave it up or became insane.
“And I doubt if the executors are
ever called upon to pay over the
money.”

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1897.

The dime museum manager, out of a
job, loafed into the office of the Hotel At
wood Wednesday looking for a chance
to talk.
“Of side,” said he, “and a dull busi
ness. No rush to it.”
'You talk like a football player.”
Why not; I used to play center f »r
Oh* rlin.”
In the words of the old song: We
smiled; that’s all we said.
“How is the freak business?”
“Damn dull.”
“Big pardon!’'
“Very dull, I s.iid, sir.”
“How do you find freaks-?”
’They find us. Factories turn ’em
out.”
“Tell us about i'!”
“Toe freak business is divided into
about three varieties—foreign, domestic
and fake. I11 the first class the collect
ors travel all over the world in search
»f rarities, hut the very best freaks
come from India and the Malay Penin
sula. In these c-mntrus there are peo
ple who bred freaks. They buy young
children and young animals and deform
them while their hones are still soft in
all kinds of cruel ways. Theu they are
constantly on the lookout for genuine
natural freaks, and in those lauds of
immature marriages ami p<x»r hygenic
onditions the b:rth of a freak occurs
very frequently. The headquarters of
this busiue-s is at Singapore, in the
Malay Peninsula, where there are any
uumher of freak agents and explorers.
‘Iu addition to monstrosities, good
specimens of the various native races
are always in demand, and you can get
quotation on assorted lots of eoft-eyed
J Avanese girD, skull hunters 01 Borneo,
hideously ugly Nepaulese, high-caste
Hindoos, orrun-a-muck Malays. There
is one man in particular who makes a
specialty of this trade. He has travel
ed around the world perhaps 25 time?,
and has probably collected and placed
o.i the market more genuine freaks and
hideous monst rosi 1 ies than all the other
freak hunters pul together.
‘Then, in the local market there are
any number of men who devote them
selves to the discovering a- d placing of
freaks of all kinds and varieties, and
there is scarcely a day goes by that we
do uot receive packages ot photographs,
p eas notices and illustrated circulars
from freak merchants from all over the
world.
“Then there are the fake freak men—
p« rlect host in themselves. These
men, as a gen*ral rule,do husine-s un
der their true colors—that is, they do
not try to foist up >n the showmen imi
tations as the cuui* e article. But if
the proprietor of some little museum
needs an additional attraction and dots
not have the money to hire something
good—for like everything else, freaks
have their price—he can get something
for little money that will seive his purp* se. Of ci urre, it is a dishonest busintss, and no reputable house would risk
its reputation by doirg it, hut there are
lots who do not regard it in that light.
There are half a dozen places right in
this town n here you can get almost any
thing you want out of the stock, or, if
you are particular, can have a real rari
ty made to order. The fellows who run
these freak factories are usually men
who have Dassrd tin ir nppn nticeship
at scene paimiog and stage property
work, and can take oltl newspapers,
some paint ai.d a barrel of plaster of
paris and make real artistic looking
specimens. Sometimes they have a
petrified man, with one leg artfully
broken off and showing the boues quite
naturally, or else an Egyptian mummy,
with a hole cut in the stomach, so that
you can see the heart, liver and other
organs. Take an enterprising showman
with some gilt of gab and a little smat
tering of science, and he can run a great
talk in regard to the curiosity having
been found so many feet under the
e irih or in some Egyptian temple and
being any number of thousand years
old. And probably the large majority of
his audience will be just as well satisfied
as if it was the real thing, and ifhe didn’t
have it would think that they were not
getting the worth of their money.
“When you come to consider that the
British Museum will pay perhaps $5,000
or $10,000 for a mummy less than 2,000
years old, and that you can buy a much
more complete and art i-tic looking speci
men for a twentieth paitofthatsum and
can make the nge to suit yourself, the
temptation is obvious. There was a time
a few years ago when no museum could
expect to draw a crowd without a real
specimen of a mermaid. It might be a
dead one of the most hideous appear
ance, but the crowd insisted on some
sort of a specimen. Now, you know
that real mermaids are about as scarce
a thing as can well be imagined, and it
was utterly impossible to supply the im
mense demand for them. In conse
quence of this the market became fairly
glutted with papier mache reproduc
tions, until at length even the dime mu
seum audiences ceased to bite, and the
managers had to hide them away or
have them changed to devilfish.
“The real, genuine, live freaks always
command a high price, and travel all
over the world in order to exhibit them
selves. Most of them have regular routes
mapped out by tlieir advance agents,
just like theatrical companies, and as
they only appear at a place at long in
tervals, they never get etale, and some
times make bigger hits on their second
or third appearance than on their first..”
—Lewiston (Maine) Journal.

Harry Gillen, of Springfield, who shot
his sweetheart, Ida Sutherland, and her
mother, pleaded guilty to shooting with
intent to wound, and was sentenced to
one year.

You don’t
know
where you got that cold.

Do

you know where you can get the
cure for it ? Every drug store
keeps Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral.

It cures coughs and colds.

wash wriiigerxind fasten it securely to a
Koyal makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.
table, and while an assistant turns the
handle, run the duck over the rollers.
a
OF MOVING BIRDS. S The feathers are caught securely in the
SURVEYING THE EtRTH. g g
rollers and pulled out remarkably fast
These
are
the
days
in
which
early
1
and
clean. By this method all the
An arc 3,000 milee in length, which
has been in process of measurement by risers, from the England coast to the far rougher work of picking a duck is easily
triangulation for a period of over 30 away prairies of Minnesota and the Da accomplish!* I.
years, showing the curvature of the kotas, Bays the Philadelphia Record,
The ItooBier'a Ride.
earth’s surface on this hemisphere, was may glance skyward with the reasonable
[I ewiston (Maine) Journal.]
certainly
of
seeing
a
wedge-shap
d
squad
completed by the Uuited Statee Coast
“Boy on behind, Mister,” will have to
and Geodetic Survey early this year,says of moving birds and catch the faint
he revised to suit a Biwdoinham case
“
honk,
hunk
’
’
of
the
leaders
its
the
Hock
the New York Suu. Although it is the
It seems th it a man was waiting in
most gigantic feat of geodetic surveying passes swiftly along at a high altitude in
front of a shop when a friend came along
the
gray
of
the
early
dawn,
for
the
wild
ever accomplished anywhere in the
with a lantern, his search light revea’world, no public announcement of i’s goose is now upon his nvgratory flight
Absolutely Pure
from the far northern coasts of Labrador ing a rooster perched majestically on a
completion has heretofore been made.
rear axle of the wagon. The cock rode
The enterprise was inaugurated by and Baffin land to the milder regions of
home under the seat, and all done up
the
South,
stopping
for
food
and
rest
President Jefferson in 1807, hut no
ROYAL RAMI HQ POWDER CO.. NEW YORK.
in a hag.
active progress iu pushing it was re along the bays and inlets of the seaboard
and
wherever
inland
waters
and
marsh
corded for many years later. Since 1874
At the request of the Philadelphia
FROM NEWARK.
several parties of civil engineers have lands are to his liking. Likewise these
Maritime Exchange Kansas City, Mo.,
s«npe
waters
are
now
the
feeding
grounds
been at work almost steadily between
will investigate the cause and preven
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts making of thousands of duck, of which the Newark Opinion Sometimes Differs tion of yellow fever.
From Ours It Coincides in This Case.
the triangulations for the big arc, under black, red head, teal, bluebill and wid
There Is a Class of People
geon
are
the
varieties
most
largely
repre

All the rural district tributary to
the direct supervision of the different
Newark and all the small towns and Who are injured by the use of coffee.
sented,
with
here
and
there
a
flock
of
Coast and Geodetic Survey Superintend
villages for miles around the city are Recently there has been placed in all
ents. These earth measures worked in mallards or of I he now comparatively well Known to Mr. F. Lisey, head of the
rare
and
deliciously
flavored
canvaslarge commission house of Lisey Fink. the grocery’ stores a new preparation
general line toward one another from
hack. Upon almost every stretch of Farmers, small tradesmen and minor called GRAIN-0, made of pure grains,
both sides of the continent. About the
sheltered water and along the marsh commission men all know him. A that takes the place of coffee. The
middle of the month the two base lines
shores of the Atlantic Coast, from New statement from such a source about most delicate stomach receives it with
from which the closing calculations
any article used in this neighborhood
found land southward, the birds are now differs altogether from statement made out distress, and but few can tell it from
have been made were verified. One
to be seen in countless numbers, circling by a resident in Atlantic City or some coffee. It does not cost over j as much.
was drawn in the state of Kansas, and
about in unrest and suspicion, ns the out of the way corner in the Union Children may drink it with great bene
the other in Salt Lake Vailey, Utah.
result, doubttess.of alarming experiences “When a person “says Mr. Lisey,” is fit. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per package,
Engineer P. A. Welker, who co-oper
troubled with pains in the Kid
at the hands of gunners farther up the sorely
neys which refuse to yield to repeatedly Try it. Ask for GRAIN-0,
ated with Engineer William Eimbeck
coast, or bobbing about upon the waves, tried medical treatment and they are at
on the Salt Lake Valley base line, is
Duke Croxon was yesterday, at
many gunshots beyond the nearest ob last completely removed by the use of Newport,
Ky.. sentenced to prision for
now at the Brown Palace Hotel. He
particular
medicine,
then
that
is
the
server.
twenty years for a felonious assault up
has just returned from Utah, and is on
remedy wnich should receive the credit. on
Mrs Gleason.
As to the methods of getting within That was my case. I was distressed and
his way to Washington to report on .his
annoyed
bv
a
pain
just
accross
my
back
gunshot
of
the
birds,
there
are
many
in
labors. The final measurements in
Make the Baby Smile.
over the location of the kidneys. It
Kansas were taken under the direction vogue. In all cases, of course, decoys was rendered more acute whenever I
To hear a crying baby suffering from
are
used.
These
are
anchored
with
life

of Engineer Grainger.
was called on to stoop or lift any thing colic and griping pains is uot inspirit
“It is extremely difficult to g. in an like effect from 20 to 30 yards from the Treatment of different kinds had failed
ing. You can relieve and soothe the
interview anything like a comprehen boat or blind and the patience and skill to afford me any relief and at last I
stopped using medicine and went and baby at once with Dr. John W. Bull's
of
the
hunter
in
imitating
the
call
of
sive and intelligible accouut of the work
got a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills. Baby Syrup and make her smile again.
the United States Coast and Geodetic the drakes are . brought into play. Their use proved effectual and my back
Where
the
formation
of
the
shore
will
lias remained sound since I quil the “I gave Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup to my
Survey has just completed in this section
permit,
stationary
blinds,
located
upon
treatment.
I have as a natural result baby who suffered and rested badly;
of the United States,” explained En
no hesitation in allowing my name to
gineer Welker yesterday. "The general theextiemc points of marshland prom he used in recommending them.” Just after the first dose she became quiet and
slept peacefully. It is a blessing to
purpose in measuring an arc across ontories, «re used. Here, seated upon such emphatic endorsement can he had
mothers. Annie E. Burkhart, Reams
the American Continent is, primarily, to and concealed by seaweed and the sur right here at home. Drop into any
town, Pa.” Dr. John W. Bull’s Baby
get the true curvature of the earth on rounding grasses, the hunter keeps a drug store ntny ask the druggest whai
his customers report to him. Doan’s Syrup costs only 25 cents.
sharp
lookout
over
the
heads
of
his
de

this hemisphere. An accurate survey,
Kidney
for sale by all dealers, price
something that was never before coys for the flocks that are sure to begin 50 cents/?iailed by Foster-Milburn Co.,
George A. Bergman, of Chicago,
reached, is also desired. Surveys are their search for food so soon as the hori Buffalo- N. Y. sole agents for the U. S. Ill., who was to have been Dimmed on
zon
begins
to
take
on
the
crimson
and
Remember the name Doan’s and take Wednesday to Miss Margaret Perry, n<L3
generally made on the baris that the
•
gold of the rising sun. Again, floating no other.
disappeared.
surface of the earth is fiat.
blinds
or
“
sneakhoats
”
are
used.
“This country is co-operating with all
Lydia Davis, of Jackson Center, has
In Maryland waters and along the
the other civilized countries for the com
brought suit for $5,000 damages against
mon purpose of getting a new figure of shores of Albemarle, Pamlico, and Cur- the Ohio Southern railroad for injuries
the earth established. This figure will tuck Sounds the “sink box” is largely in received by being struck by the cars.
Zor Infants and Children.
he an approximately true one, and is to use. This contrivance, the invention of
Those Who Endure
supersede the figure now in general use. an old Chesapeake Bay hunter,is simply
The
pains
of
rheumatism
should
be
Tht
fu

b«
Bessel’s ellipsoid, the first figure of the a platform of planks, 12 feet long by 8 reminded that a cure for this disease ll all*
•tffistars
earth used by scientists, was established in width, having a water-tight box large may be found in Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
from data collected by the Germans. enough to accommodate the body of a The experience of those who have
The next ellipsoid—the one now ac* man in a reclining position, fitted into taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla for rheuma
Thomas Sweat, colored, who shot
cepted—was established, I think, by its center. The edges of the box are tism, and have been completely and General” Chetham while gambling at
flush
with
the
platform,
so
that
the
form
Clarke, an Englishman.
permanently cured, prove the power of Bryan, Tex., was hanged by a mob of
“In 1874 au international agreement of the occupant is entirely concealed this medicine to rout and compter this negroes.
was reached among the civilized nations from view. The box is towed to the disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the One
Buck leu's Arnica Salve.
to take measurements for another ellip desired location by an attendant, the True Blood Purifier and it neutralizes
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
soid, one that will be practically true. decoys placed about it, and the waiting the acid which causes the Aches and
Every Government of consequence in sportsman liegins his vigil. This he pains of rheumatism. This is why it Bruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
the world has since been engaged in does by assuming a reclining position absolutely cures when liniments and Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Erup
and
exposing
but
one
eye,
so
to
speak,
measuring out an arc on the surface of
and positively cures Piles, or no
over the edge of his sink box. He uses, other outward applications fail to give tions,
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
the globe. The arc in this country is
as a rule, two guns, for the awkwardness permanent relief. Be sure to get perfect satisfaction or money refunded
the longest measured by any one na
Hood
’
s.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by G.
of his position and the necessity for sit
tion. It is 3,000 miles in length.
IL Baker & Son.
ting up quickly and firing without a
At
Canton
Richard
Quigley
was
found
“All surveys in this country are to ho
brace of any kind render his work most guilty of burglary and larceny. He
corn cted by the arc measured out from
Oil rock has been discovered on
robbed a man named Stark Mather in
the Atlantic to the Pacific., ".ue ordi difficult, and unless he be an expert at an illegal house. He is a paroled con the farm of J. J. Armitagel near Carth
this style of shooting results in the burn vict.
age, Mo., and drilling will be begun
nary surveys are inaccurate, as the sur
ing of much powder, with little to show
there at once.
veying engineers do not allow for the
What It Means.
for
it. Moreover, all varieties cf duck
curvature of the earth. In surveying a
Hives are not dangerous to life, but
When we advertise tha*. we will guaran
fly with tremendous speed, and the
state, say, they measure from county to
chances for a parting shot would be slim tee Dr. King’s New Discovery, Electric are a prolific breeder of misery anti
Bitters, Bucklen's Arnica Salve, or Dr. profanity, Doan’s Ointment gives instant
county, allowing tor a fiat surface, and
indeed were reloading necessary. The King’s Life Pills, it means that we are relief, even in the worst eases of this and
the consequence is that the surveys thus
conditions under which such shooting authorized by the proprietors to sell other exasperating diseases of the skin.
made overlap each other.
is done may be readily imagined. The these remedies on a positive guarantee,
“There have been a large number of
rougher the weather the better the sport, that if purchaser is not satisfied with
engineering parties employed on thq,
results we will refund the purchase
as a rule. The winds are raw and cold, price. These medicines have l>een sold oreil, died in a saloon of alcoholism.
American arc from time to time. W ilpossibly a marrow-freezing rain may on this guarantee for many years and
liam Eimbeck, whom I joined in Salt
Does your head feel as though some
beat in'o the gunner’s face and decorate there could be no more conclusive evi
Lake Valley last summer, has recently
one was hammering it; as though a
his heard with pendent icicles, all about dence of their great merit. Ask about million
sparks were flying out of the
hail general charge on the triangulation
them and give them a trial. Sold atG. R.
him is bleak and desolate,and from most Baker <fc Sou’s Drug Store.
eyes? Have you horrible sickness of
6
operations from the Pacific Coast to the
points of view thoroughly uncomfort
the stomach? Burdock Blood Bitters
Ihicky Mountains. Engineer Grainger
Morris Cohn had Richard Hollander will cure you.
able, yel your true duck hunter, so
finished up the work on the Kansas
situated would not change places with arrested at Toledo for alleged emliezzleAt Rome, Sheridan Cox went hunting
base line.
ment. It woe proved they were to
any man on earth for the time being. divide
profits, and Hollander was dis and accidentally shot himself in the
“Two years ago the connections be
To him the day is absolutely perfect; his missed.
right jaw. The wound will probably
tween the Eastern and Western parties
prove fatal.
water-soaked sink box is tiie couch of a
of Engineers were made at Mount El king; the icy winds that redden his nose
Luxuriant hair, of uniform color, is
Sadie Hooper, 19, of Ngw Cumber
a beautiful head-covering for either sex,
bert and Ouray. I was up there then,
and benumb his fingers, even through and may he secured by using Hall’s land, died from the effects of carbolic
using the heliograph in getting the
acid given by the mother by mistake
the thick dogskin gloves, are to him as Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.
for medicine.
measurements among the mountains. June zephyrs; the warm blood is jump,
She Broke The Silence.
By this system of sun flashing much ing through his veins under an excite
[Washington Cor. Chicago R«*c ird.]
better work can be done in a mountain ment born of the keeuest anticipation*
The ladies of the Canadian party
ous country than on the plains, as we and he is happier by far than he would
were entertained by an excursion to Mt.
get longer lines.
he amidst the luxurious surroundings of Vernon and were accompanied by the
“A longer arc than ours is the one
Pain Was Maddening and Hope
his Fifth avenue club. Whatever the
measured conjointly by England, Ger methods employed, the conditions sur wives of the Cabinet and several others
Had Been Abandoned — Wonder
many, and Russia. These countries rounding the successful and persistent prominent in social circles here. They
ful Results of Purifying the Blood.
were
met
by
Mr.
Dodge,
the
Super

combined on one arc, and France and duck hunter are the hardest perhaps
“ A very severe pain came in my left
Spain on another. The English have that a sportsman is called upon to face, intendent of the place, who escorted
knee, which grew worse and worse, and
them
through
the
old
mansion
and
also done a great deal of triangulation yet there is no style of shooting that can
finally a sore broke out above the knee.
measuring in India. As I said before, boast a greater number of votaries or grounds, and finally conducted them It discharged a great deal and the pain
down the winding paths to the bluff from my thigh down was maddening.
all the important nations have been en any who are more enthusiastic.
that overlooks the Potomac and con Large, hard, purple spots appeared on my
gaged in the woik.
Long Island, from Great South Bay to
“It will probably be a year before all Peconic and Gardiner’s Bays, offers as ceals the vault that contains the duR of leg. I suffered in this way for years,
the calculations are completed and a good sport as one will find anywhere in the father of his country. As the party and gave up all hope of ever being cured.
My wife was reading of a «ase like mine
true figure of the earth established. The, the East, with the exception, perhaps,of approached the sacred place Mr. Dodge, cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and she
who
was
leading,
turned
and
said,
in
arc in this country will he combined the Virginia and Carolina Coasts. And
advised me to try it. I began taking it
with all the others established over the should those grounds fail to fulfill expec an impressive tone:
and when I had used a few« bottles I
“Ladies, it is just a step to the tomb found relief from my Buffering. Oh,
globe, and the mean curvature of the tations, there is good old Barnegat, on
how thankful I am for this relief! I am
earth’s surface thus obtained. It is ex the Jersey Coast, where one can always of Washington."
There was a pause and a reverential stronger than I have ever been in my life.
pected that the triangulations combined find birds in plenty, if there are any on
am in the best of health, have a good
with the use of the pendulum, will give the wing south of Newfoundland. The silence for an instant, which was broken
appetite and am a new man altogether.”
us the length of the earth’s diameter, to winds are raw and cold and the salt by the clear, sweet voice of a Cabinet 3. P. Moors, Lisbon Falls, Maine.
a degree of accuracy within a possible marshes desolate and bleak on every lady, who asked that ever present con
Sarsa
difference of 50 feet from the exact diam side of you, but you forget the cold and undrum: “Is may hat on straight?’
parilla
eter.
the desolation with the first gray streaks
The first annual convention of the Is the best—In fact the One True Blood Purifier.
“In taking measurements here we of dawn, when the muffled “bur—r—uni Chillicothe branch of the Ross County
first strike a straight line of from five to —brum” from the guns of the black Sunday School Association closed last Hood’s Pills cure all liver ills. 25 cents.
seven miles in length. This is our base powder fellows up the shore followed by week and was most successful in every
At Springfield Mrs. Jake Solenberger,
line. From this base the engineers then the crack of the nitro men below you, way.
wife of a prominent saloonist. jumped
spread out with triangles and quadrilat tell you that the birds are on the move.
Brooklyn, N. Y , Dec. 19, 1896.
from the second story of the Leuty
erals so as to reach lines of 25 mites. And then the next moment a Hock of
Mksrs. Ely Bros.:—I have used block and seriously injured her back.
From these figures we spread out into blue bills come up the shore with ex Ely’s Cream Balm a number of years She is suffering with temporary insani
lines running from 100 to 190 miles in press train speed and head directiy for and find it works like a charm. It has ty*
length, using the ordinary methods of your blind. Within 50 yards of you cured me of the most obstinate cases of
Joseph Dillon, aged 20 years, was fa
tally injured at Marietta while trying an
mathematical calculation.”
cold
in
the
head
in
less
than
48
hours
they swerve slightly to the left; suspicion,
In connection with the work of tri perhaps, or an instinctive scent of from the time I felt the cold coining on old-fashioned shotgun. The breech-pin
blew out, striking nim in the forehead
angulation just finished, another parly danger. Whatever the cause,they could I would not be without it.
and breaking a hole in his skull as large
of coast and geodetic survey engineers not have presented you with a prettier
as a half dollar.
Respectfully yours,
have been engaged in running a line of opportunity. Two big fellows, who are
283 Hart St.
Frkd’k Fries.
At Lima, the five-year-old daughter of
levels across the American continent foolish enough to line up for your first
Cream Balm is kept by all druggists Richard McGrievy was frightfully scald
This latter is being done for the purpose barrel as they pass, drop among your Fuli size 50c. Trial size 10 cents. We ed by the contents of a coffee pot being
spilled over her shoulders and back.
of accurately establishing altitudes. decoys, and a third fails 20 yards farther mail it.
Al>out a month ago their oldest daughter
These had heretofore been fixed chiefly on with a broken wing, the fruit of a
ELY BROS., 50 Warren St., N.Y.City was so badly burned she died in a few
by the railroad companies. The line of quick second barrel in the light place.
days.
/ /Yr
Caught a Dove With a Whip.
levels will run from Sandy llook, New You stand for a moment, dumb with a
At
Tiffin
Judge
Scliaufelber
^.
A Bath man’s capture of a dove,Tues ed the following divorces
York, to San Francisco. Il took over 30
Benseof pleasure and keen satisfaction
years’ werk in making tide observa and watch the remainder of the flock dis day, was the queerest. While driving from Nicholas Watts.
. tions on the Atlantic and Pacific to get appear around a point of marsh land on one of the city streets his whip lash the minor childn)^
true sea levels ns a preliminary to the farther up the shore. With their dis caught around one of the wings of the i^one Ash, f^st received
uTeS^of ENAMEL
altitude sur.’ey. The line of levels has appearance you return to earth, quickly bird whose fluttering caused the lash
reached Kansas from the New York gather in your kills and cripple and drop curl around the driver’s neck. It was
\ TS, all colors and
end, where operations on it were sus to cover again with your eye upon a necessary to cut the lash in order
the
price
is lower than
clear the dove, which was taken
pended about two months ago.
flock of redheads who seem desirous of captive.
usual at
a closer acquaintance with your decoys.
S Oxenbine, a
The old hand method of picking
raft
The tu
ducks is now a thing of the past. In l>ort, went
aiall#
over a fen
tmf
its place has been introduced a much • charg<
rgutus
sf
simpler method. Take
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SHERIFF’S SALE.

NOTICE TO COXTBACTOES.

KNOX

COUNTY

NEWS. I

HZ

W. B. Herendeen
vs.
E. L. Grant ct al.
Knox Common Pleas.
Y virtue of an execution issued out of
FRANK HARPER - - Editor
the Court of Common Pleas of Knox
county, Ohio, and to me directed, I will offer
Saturday, January S, IS1,IS,
for sale on the farm of E. L. Grant on the
BRINK HAVEN.
MILFORDTON.
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
for furnishing the necessary labor and ma Mansfield road, In Morris township, Knox
terials for the improvement of the following county, Ohio, on
named streets and parts of streets in East
Tnestlay, the Hth day of December, 1S97,
The High School to Give ail Entertain A Birth—Mrs. Harriet Disney Re ern
sewer district No. 2 of the said City of
NO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
Mt.
Vernon, Ohio, by constructing therein a
2 o'clock p. m., the following described
ment Saturday Evening — Other
covering From Her Recent Severe main and lateral tile sewer of sufficient size at
goods and chattels,i, fo-w'
rit:
and
capacity,
with
the
necessary
man-holes,
Notes.
365
head of sheep.
Injury.
lantern holes, flushing tanks and house con
40
acres
of
corn
in
shock.
HOME TELEPHONE CALL NO. 38.
J. F. Baty and family a {tent Sunday with
pieces, etc., in accordance with the
1 black mare seven years old.
Miss Nora Bricker, of Danville, is the necting
A. H. Greer, of Edlam.
plans, specifications and profiles on file in
1 sorrel horse with white strip in fore
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. L the office of the City Civil Engineer. Begin head,
The Brink Haven High School will give guejt
ten years old.
ning at the mouth or opening at the KokosMOUNT V EM ON, OHIO.
1 bay horse eight years old.
an entertainment Saturday evening. Every Bricker.
ing
River
southeast
of
the
corporation
line
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
L.
Mitchell,
of
near
Spar1
bay
mare four years old.
body cordially invited.
at German street; thence along the right of
1 lot of straw in mow estimated to contain
Rev. Aah held services in the M. E. la, visited J. L. Poland and wife one day way of the Cleveland. Akron & Columbus twenty
ton, more or less.
last week.
THURSDAY MORNING...... DEC ». 1897 chnrch Sunday.
Railway company to a point south of Ger
I fanning mill.
Mrs. Harriet Disney, who fell a few man street; thence north to the corporation
1 lot of clover seed hay in mow estimated
Lewis Mickley and family, of Amaho,
at the center of German street; thence to contain six tqu, more or less.
Indian Territory, have been visitiDg rela weeks ago and injured her hip, is appar line
north on German street to the center of
ently recovering
2 Volunteer corn cultivators.
tives here the past week.
Gambier
avenue; thence on Gambier ave
1 McCormick mowing machine.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Poland, a nue in a westerly
Guv. Bushnell ia now posing aa a re
Mis9 Khein, of Kent, spent last week
direction
to
the
center
of
1 spring tooth harrow.
daughter on the 4lh instant.
Rogers street; thence north on Rogers street
1 spotted heifer, two years old.
ceptive candidate for the long Senatori with her sister, Mrs. Lue Studer.
Ray Rush, who has been attending to Q
~ ‘ ‘ road: thence on the "
the "
New Gambier
New
1 red milch cow. six years old.
Miss Clara Motz ia very ill at thia writ
al term.
school at Massillon, came home last Satur Gambier road in a westerly direction to the
1 ten-months-old heifer.
ing.
intersection of EastJIigh street and the New
1 sow and litter of two pigs.
day for a rest, his eyes having failed him
road: thence west on East High
1 sow and litter of four pigs.
Mrs Louisa Poland and her son, Melvin, Gambier
d/
It is charged that the Foraker fellows
street to the center of Division street: thence
1 Union drill.
visited F. W. Poland and wife, of Clevi- north on Division street to the center of
1 road cart.
NUNDA.
have offered as mtioh money for a legis
d(
land, last week.
East Hamtramck street; thence west on
1 lot of shock corn in mow.
lative vote as Hanna dare give.
W. A. Pickering was called to Gambier East Hamtramck street to the center of
Terms of sale; Cash.
allev: thence north on Spice allev to
JUSTUS D. SMOOTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Kunkle’s New' Post- recently on account of the severe illness of Spice
the center of Elizabeth street. Also laterals
Sheriff, Knox County, Ohio.
d/
The masses of the people demand fi
his mother, Mrs Lot Pickering.
as follows: On East High street from the F. V. Owen, Attorney for Plaintiff
mistress — Saw Mill Being ReMissCypha Hall, of Lock, was enter eastern boundary of Middle sewer district
Mt. Vernon, Ohio, November 30, 1897.
nancial legislation that will benefit the
di
tained by the Misses Christman Wednesday No. I to Division street: also on East Sugar
moved.
country—not Wall street alone.
afternoon, and in the evening all attended street from the eastern boundary of Middle
sewer district No. l to the center of Mc
Mrs. Hannah Grant, of Danville, visited the literary at this place.
Kenzie street; also on East Hamtramck
The Foraker people aro not slow to in this vicinity last week.
LEGAL NOTICE.
Miss Elia Burgess and Mrs Bristow, of street
from the eastern boundary of Middle
Mrs.
Charles
Fletcher
is
poorly
at
pres

Girard,
IH.
are
visitirg
their
brother,
Mr.
sewer
district No. I to Spice Allev; also on
realize that the success of Hanna ent.
L. H. Burgess.
East Burgess street from Spice Alley to the
OHN MELICK residing at Wichita. Kan
means their eternal disbarment from
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Kunkle are the
Miss Minnie Thatcher, of Mt. Liberty, enter of Division street; also on Lamartine J sas. and Kmiline Denny, residing at
Place
from
Spice
Alley
to
McKenzie
street;
happy
pareuts
of
a
new
Postmistress
since
Geneva,
Kansas, and the unknown heirs of
vis
’
ted
relatives
at
this
place
last
week.
the pie counter.
on Elizabeth street from Gay street to Druzilia Horn and Caroline Sellers will take
the 1st instant.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Poland spent Sunday also
McKenzie
street;
also
on
Gav
street
from
notice
that
on the »»th day of November,
Mr. Abe Delong and wife, of College Hill, with W. V. Wright and wife
the eastern boundary of Middle sewer dis 1897. Weller Boner, as administrator de
Democratic postmasters are holding and
Mr. Oris Yarger and wife, of uear De
trict No. I at Sugar street to Wooster ave bonis non of the estate of Aaron Melick, de
over their terms, simply because Fora mocracy. Suodayed at Samuel Yarger’s
nue: also on McKenzie street from Sugar ceased, filed his petition in the Probate
street to Hamtramck street: also on Park Court of Knox county. Ohio, against the
Grandpa Kuokle is helping F. D. Cun
ROLLA.
ker has promised one and Hanna an
street from the north line of Sugar street to above named parties and others, pravingfor
ningham move his sawmill to George
Hamtramck street; also on Curtis street an order to sell the following described real
other applicant for evch place.
Benn s to saw out lumber for a house
from McKenzie street to Spice Alley; also on
situate in the township of Wayne, in
Osmer McKown is some better at present. P. of I. Rat Hunt Completed—Acci Division street from Burgess street to Ham estate,
the county of Kriox. in the state of' Ohio:
The treasury’ deficiency in November
tramck street.
John A. Ruby was at Butler last Thurs
Situate
in section 2, of township 7, in range
dent to Mrs. Sarah Neer and Her
All bids must be Hied by twelve o'clock at 14 United States Military lands, and bound
wns $8,000 000. The expenditures for day on business.
noon
on
the
8th
day
of
January,
18ns.
ed
as
follows:
Beginning at the east corner
Two Sons.
Bidders must indorse their names and ad of lands owned by William Wilkinson;
the month were $33,000,000, of which
The P. of I. will meet Wednesday ajid dress upon the out side of the envelopes con thence south along the race and creek;
the bids.
pensions absorbed $13,050,000, or 10 per
thence north thirty-three rods and nine
BLADENSBURG.
have their rat count and prepare for their taining
Each bid to be accompained by a bond in links to the center of the road near the run;
oyster supper for Friday evening.
cent.
the sum of <aoo. or the deposit of *500 cash, thence westerly with the road to the place
A. R Workman rar’e a business trip to or a certified check on some bank of Mt. of beginning, containing five and one-half
The talk of Foraker for President ia An Epidemic of Measles—Preparations Utica the latter part of the week in the Vernon. Ohio, as a guaranty that if the bid acres.
is accepted a contract will be entered into
Also the following described real estate
interest
of the telephone company.
Being Made for Christmas Entertain
all poppycock. If Hanna is electe 1 to
the performance of it properly secured situate in the countv of Morrow, in the state
Charles Ricbert and wife are happy over and
by
at
least
two
resident
sureties.
Otherwise
of
Ohio, and in Harmony township, and
ment.
to the Senate, Foraker will be permitted
the arrival ot a new daughter at their home the amount to be forfeited to the city of Mt. being
the east part of lot number 2. section
Vernon, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashcraft of West Carlisle, recently.
4, township 7, and range 1ft United States
to servo out his term, and—he can reBidders are required to use the printed Military lands in said township, county and
Charles Arweller and Lola Scholes, and
visited relatives at this place last week.
forms which will oe furnished on applica state, containing fifty acres of land, more or
sume tbo practice of law.
Mr G. W. Porterfield is spending tbiB Charles Scholes and Midi* Nyhart were the tion
less, for the purpose of paying debts, costs
guests of relatives near Greersville Sunday
week at Boston.
Bids not in accordance herewith will be of administration and legacies.
George Neer has his new house completed rejected.
Since the election is over we do not
An epidemic of measles is raging in our
Said defendants are required to answer on
Bids for labor and material must be made or before the 22d day of January. 1898, or
and they expect to move into it soon.
town.
see so much in the Republican press little
separately
and
in
total.
The
Council
may
judgment
may be taken against them.
Jacob Ross and wife moved to Loudon
Lewis Darling and family left Tuesday
accept eitn
WELLER BONER.
about that great wave ol prosperity morning for Indiana.
ville Tuesday.
bid.
As
administrator
de bonis non of the estate
Tom Scholes was canvassing in thii com
Mr. Lyman Dudgeon and daughter, Trix
The names of all persons interested in
that is rolling over the land. Time now
of Aaron Melick. deceased.
ie, of Union Grove, spent Friday evening munity the past week for a Loudonville said bid are to be written in full
Bv F. V. Owen. Attorney.
to begin taking about establishing soup at Shannon Mcl’eek’s.
The Council reserves the right to reject
firm.
Mt. Vernon. Ohio, December 1,1897.
any
and
all
bids.
Miss Verna Temple visited her sister
Charlie Porterfield has been at Pittsburg
houses.
By order of Council.
Mrs.
Simpson,
near
Howard,
over
Sunday
a few days on business.
P. B. CHASE.
Mrs. Sarah Neer and her two sons met
A number of the members of the Presby
There will be a change in President
City Clerk.
Ydminisirator's Sale oi Real
with an accident while on their way to Mt
terian
church
met
at
A.
C
Scott
’
B
Tuesday
McKinley’s cabinet in January. Attor night to decide on what they would have Vernon, Tuesday. The pole of the wagon
Estate.
dropped from the neck yoke and fastened
ney General McKenna is to be appoint for a Christmas entertainment.
J. S. Boggs and wife were in Mt. Vernon in the ground, throwing the occupants from
ed^ Supreme Judge and Gov. John W. one
pursuance of an order of the Probate
the wagon. Luckily all escaped with noth
day last week.
INCourt,
of Knox county. Ohio, I will offer
Griggs, of New Jersey, is to become At
ing more than severe braises.
for sale at public auction b)’ tracts on

=

__________ =11

TinuiuiuiuiuiuuuuuuiauiuiuiuiuuuuiuiuiuiuuuuuR

Office of the City C’lkuk, I
Mt.Veknoh.Ohio, Dec. 7, 1897. I
EALED
proposats
will be received at the
Soffice of the City Clerk
of the City of Mt.
Vernon.ohio, until 12 o’clock noon on

The Up-to-Date Turnishers^-

U/

D.

0/ R. C. Mitchell, Son & Co.,
w Have added to their large line of Furnishing Goods a
vi/

B

il/

Complete Line of Samples
From two of the largest and best equipped
*

it

U/

CUSTOM TAILORING

ii/

Establishments in the East and West, viz.: B. Stern &
Son, New York, and the International Tailoring Co, Chi
cago.
This combined line represents over 800 styles of goods,
which were purchased before the advance in wool, which en
ables us to show you

ilt

d/
ds

(ft
*
Thf$ Rocker

it'
Custom-Made Clothing at
*
Hand-Me-Down Prices.

di

Hunt &

Beach,

EDLAM.

The government is spending on an
General Auctioneers.'
average ten million dollars more a The Maccabees Enjoying a Boom—A
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO
Rev. Vestal Closes Revival Meetings at
month than it is collecting under the
Christmas Entertainment—Weddings
Shadlcy
Valley
—
Large
Dog
Killed
Dingley law. This cannot last much
Rumored.
Personal Items.
longer without another issue of govern
Mrs. Harrison Bradrick visited her
Samuel
Baker and wife, of near North
lESDl'ES ASK ALL PUBLIC AllTWAS.
ment bonds to obtain the cash for cur daughter, Mrs. Kinney, in Shelby, 8unday. Liberty, were
guests of Wilson Rice and
At present there are about 75 in the sing wife, last Sunday.
Terms moderate.
P. O. Box 787
rent expenses.
ing class here.
Mrs. Peter Hipp, who resides about four
LeroyO.
Hunt,
The Maccabees elected officers last Med- mj|e9 north of this place, is seriously sick
It is a curious sort of arithmetic which
night. They also Initiated a new with »typhoid
vnhni.i f.«»r
Allen
Beach.
fever.
makes out that Mark Hanna can lose nesday
member and balloted on six applicants.
Rev' A T. Vestal closed the revival meet
C- M. Switser was in Crestline and Green ings at Shadley Valley on Wednesday night
three straight Republican votes in the
last week on business.
of last week. Several of the young people
Legislature and still be elected by two wich
A sewing circle was held at Mrs. Stanton of that vicinity united with the church dur
majo ity by straight Republicans, when Leedy’s l»*t Wednesday afternoon.
ing the continuance of the meetings.
Harry Welker is rejoicing over the arrival
there are only 75 straight Republicans
ignite a number from this place and v
of a boy baby.
cinlty attended the farmers’ institute at
in the Legislature and it requires 73 to
A Christmas entertainment will be held Loudonville last Thursday.
at the Brethren church on Christmas Eve.
elect.
Mr and Mrs. Oliver Baker and John Rice

•Js

1

Easy to handle and the most cleanly bed
manufactured. We have them in four sizes.

3

Farm and Stock Sales

7.

A meeting of the Old Order of Dunkards and family were visitiDg Wilson Rice and
was held at Mrs Jane Isenbice's, last Satur wife last Sunday.
day night.
A laige dog was killed on the railroad
Look out for a couple of weddings in the track at this place last Friday night by
near future.
coal train.

Congress convened Monday and
President McKinley’s message was pre
sented. The principal feature of the
document is the portion relating to
Cuba, and reveals that the policy of
PIPESVILLE.
ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
President McKinley is one of delay to
see what Spain intends to do. The Excellent Series of Meetings at Union
Woodmen Officers.
message is a milk an 1 water affair
Grove — Theft of a Quantity of Mt. Vernon council. No. 4705, Modern
Woodmen of America, elected officers
throughout.
Soap.
Tuesday evening;
Miss Paulina Lewis Sundayed at New
Now comes Vice President Hobart to
V. C.-J. R. Drake.
say that prosperity is not yet here, but Castle.
W. A.—Alva Reed.
J. J. Flack shipped three car loads oi
that it is in sight. He thinks nothing stock last wee*.
Banker—S. F. Cary.
Mrs. B. R. Bebont and Miss Vista S'errett
will bring prosperity excepting reform
Escort—E. R. Bennett.
were the guests of Miss M. Eley, Tuesday.
Delegate— W. H. Phelps.
in the currency, which means from his
A number from this place are attending
Alternate— F. E. Falk.
standpoint destruction of the green the protracted meeting at Union Grove.
Mr. Howard Church and Miss Cora
backs, a large increase in the interest Walker, of Tiverton, spent Saturday even Wa’chman—Wm. Collins.
Sentry—J. A. Stone.
, debt and the sole right of issuing paper ing at T. E. Bebout’s
Clerk—R. E, Manley.
F.
L.
Faucett
and
family
spent
Sunday
at
money given into the hands of the John McKee's.
Manager—E. J. Bunn.
banks.
Robert Welker, of Iowa, ia spending a
Cox has dropped Hanna, the latter be
ing so ungrateful as to agree to allow his
Legislature to pass reform measures in*
order to get the anti-Cox Republican
statesmen to vote for him as Senator.
It will be remembered that Cox dropped
Foraker and scared Bushnell into ap
pointing Hanna Senator, and now lor
Hanna to drop Cox is a manifestation of
ingratitude only equalled by a man
kicking the dog that saved his life.

. As American interests are paramount
in the Hawaiian islands the assumption
of the annexationists has been that
American sentiment there is practically
a unit for their fad; but Senator Dubois,
of Idaho, who has just returned from
Hawaii, reports that of the 3.0SG Ameri
cans there a large number—some say
one-half—opposed to being absorbed
by this country. The fact is that the
cry for annexation has never c >mc from
Hawaii, but from a Hawaiian lobby in
Washington.

The latest argument out in favor of
Hawaiian annexation is that of Senator
Morgan, of Alabama, who says that the
possession of Hawaii is necessary for
protecting California and Alaska in the
coming war with“our traditional enemy,
Great Britain.” But who'isto protect Ha
waii in the event of such a war? Would it
not bo much easier to protect California
and Alaska than the Hawaiian islands,
2,100 miles from our coast? No foreign
power will care much for Alaska as a
matter of conquest or temporary occu
pation. It can be left out of the ques
tion. Could we not more easily pro
tect San Francisco than Honolulu? To
auk the question is to answer it.

f<-w days with his old school mates at thia
G. A. It. Officers
place.
Joe Hooker post. No 21, G. A. R , • leced
Some one who has been taught that
“cleanliness is next to godliness’’ stole officers Tuesday evening;
about forty gallons of soap from one of our
Commander —M. M. Murphy.
citizens last week.
8. V.C.-T. B Cotton.
Miss Laura Bowman is canvassing in
J. V. C. -0. G. 8mith.
Harrison township for some splendid books.
Chaplain—H. O. Wintermu'e.
Surgeon—D. C. 8tone.
MT. LIBERTY.
O. D.—J. A. Sanford.
Q M.—O. G. Danils.
O. G.—Wm. McFadden.
G. A. R. Post Indulges in an Oyster
Trustee, (3ys)—L. G. Hunt.
Supper—Fenner Robertson’s CondiDelegates—L. G. Hunt, A. Casail.
tion Serious.
Alternates -G. 8. Harter, A. Jacobs.
Rev. Hogg, of Mendota. III., ia being en
tertained at the home of Thomas Conner.
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Fenner Robertson, who has been con fined
to the house for 2 months, with asthma, is
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail
in a serious condition at this wilting.
Creighton Orr Post, No. 601, G. A. R., matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Postgave an oyster supper at the home of Alon office for the week ending last Monday:
zo Rsiuev, Friday evening.
Harry J. Edmunds, Mrs. Almira Miller,
F. O. Youngblood and wife entertained a Miss Lizzie Mcpeek, Miss Efiie Merrill, J. H,
number of young people Friday evening.
Rayen.
C. O- Mortley has been on the sick list for
Chas. E. Cbitchfibld,
the pa9t woek.
Postmaster.
Rev. Joshua Crawford and A. H. Brown
attended the funeral of Rev. O. M. AsliSheriff'Sales.
baugb, at Danville. Thursday.
H. H. Robertson, one of our dry goods
Thursday, Dec 30, the Robert Miller resi
merchants, is suffering from rheumatism.
dence property on East Gambier street; ap
S. T. Shaffer, of Homer, added two fine
Poland China hogs to bis herd, Thursday, praised at $2,100; case of Columbus Ewalt,
purchased of J. 11. Jenkins, of thia place as guardian, vs Robert Miller; 8. R. GotMr. Jenkins is one of the moat successful shall and J. D. Critchfiield, attorneys.
hog breeders of the county.
December 14 on the farm of E. L. Grant
on the Mansfield road in Morris township;
sheep, horses, cattle, hogs, corn, farm im
DEMOORAOY.
plements, etc.; suit of W. B. Herendeen vs.
Little Girl Scalded—Rat Hunt Organiz E. L. Grant; F. V. Owen, attorney.

ed — Protracted Meetings — Shot
Through the Haud.
Tbe little daughter of Thomas Simmons
is tecovering rapidly afier having an opera
tion performed for appendicitis.
Mr. Ben Por'er has returned from Shelby
for tne winter.
The little daughter of Berly Fletcher was
scalded very severely last Thursday even
ing
The men and boys of Amity have gotten
up a big rat bunt to last until the Thurs
day betoro Christmas.
Mel. Barnes opeaed up his doors for the
purposeof a big dance one night last week.
Protracted meeting has been going on at
the M. E church the last week, conducted
by Rev Huntsburger.
Sain Mavis was fooling with a revolver
Sunday when it went oft and shot him
through the band.
Carl Dowds fell down and broke one bone
in his wrist.
Mrs Nancy Popham is very sick at thia
writing.
John Porter and Curt Norrick went to
Gambier Sunday prospecting.

Do You
Realize

Christmas is almost here
We kindly ask you to inspect
our stock before buying your
Holiday

PRESENTS.
We are displaying a large
and well selected stock of
Watches, Diamonds, Sterling
Silver Ware, Triplicate Mir
rors, Hand Painted Art
Goods, at prices lower than
ever.

FRED A. CLOUGH,
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
13 South Main Street.

Money to Loan.

Insurance to Sell

C. W. McKEE,
ENERAL INSURANCE AGENT. Of
W. cor. Public 8quare and

five S.
G'
High street.

We also invite your attention to our line of
air-tight stoves—the best heaters on the
market.
We have everything you want in house furnishing goods.

ARE WE
THRONGED? S
Because we are giving big values SgKS
in new, stylish Dress Goods, Cloaks,
and all other seasonable dry goods
at sale prices.

2

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been tiled for
settlement and will be heard on Friday
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.;
1st partial account of Wm. M. Koons, as
signee of Wm. Lahmon.
FRANK a SEVERING.
*
Probate Judge
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.

settlement and will be heard on Friday,
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.;
1st jiartial account of Joseph T. Cox, ad
ministrator of Harvey Cox.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
The following account has been filed for
settlement and w d be heard on Friday
Decern lx*r 24.1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
1st and final account of Oscar Rice,‘admin
istrator of John Young.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
ig ac
settlement and will be heard on Friday
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
3d and final account of Wm. A. White, ad
ministrator of Cynthia A. Butler.
“Jack and the Beanstalk.’’
FRANK O. LEVERING.
This beautiful comic opera creation is
Probate Judge
billed for the Great Southern theatre, Col
umbus, for three nights, Thursday, Friday
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
and Saturday, with a Saturday matinee.
The company, which comprises over 100 settlement and will be heard on Friday
34, 1897. at 9 o'clock a. m
people, is headed by Madge Lessing. Sixty December
2d and final account of Christian Knox
pretty girls in the chorus make the tcene trustee of Elizabeth Vernon.
FRANK O. LEVERING,
one of bewildering loveliness
Probate Judve.

NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
C., A. & C. Excursions.
For the Ohio State Grange meeting at
ng:
and will be heard on Friday
Columbus the C., A & C. railway will sell settlement
December 24. 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
2d and final account of Wilson Buffington
excursion tickets from all stations to CoWeaver.
Iambus on December 13 at rate of one fare executor of AdamFRANK
O. LEVERING,
Probate Judge.
for the round trip. Tickets good going
only ou date of sale and good returning
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
until December 17, inclusive.
The following account has been filed for
settlement ana will be heard on Friday
December 24,1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
2d and final account of Jacob Hays and
Lee A. Bell, executors of Reuben Debolt,
FRANK O. LEVERING.
Probate Judge.

NOTICE NO. I Our great
sale still continues.

THE COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS.
110 West High Street.

&&
ZA

400 Cloaks
'0 to be sold
at 33 and

'll

* one-third

per cent,
less than value
5W. S.

SPERRY.

0/0/ gW. D. BROWNING.®

to
to

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
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| X-MAS Goods Now Ready. 3
We have a complete line of PI
ANOS, ORGANS, VIOLINS, BAN
JOS,
GUITARS,

Ikrember II, 1897,

p. m.. on said day, at the south
door of tne Court House, Mt. Vernon. Ohio^
the following described real estate, situate^
in the State of Ohio, county of Knox. and. ifii
the northeast corner of the Rathbone sec-v
tion, being part of 3d quarter, 7th towi\ih)p.
range 11, U. S. M. lands in said couqx* of
Knox;
1st tract:—Beginning at station 1. which is
the southeast corner of a 10-acre tract be
longing to same bodv; thence north 86 de
grees, west 66.44 rods to a stake; thence south
45< degrees, west 152.52 rods to a corner from
which a white oak tree 15 inches in diameter
bears north 3 degrees, west 16 links distant;
thence east 10.04 rods to a comer from
which a white oak tree 14 inches in diameter
bears north 5 degrees, east 16 links distant
and a white oak 15 inches in diameter bears!
south 57 degrees, west 30*4 links distant;
thence north 4H degrees, east 42.76 rods to a
stone; thence south 84*4 degrees, east
rods to a stone; thence north 4t< degree^
east 62 rods to a corner; thence north 44t de
grees. west 50 rods to the place of begin
ning. containing 52.50 acres, more or less.
Appraised at $2,625.
2d tract:—Beginning at station 12 at a
stone set as the northwest corner of said lot
21; thence south 4)< degrees, west 108.72 rods
to a stone; thence north 7514 degrees^ east
14.40 rods to a corner from which a white
oak tree 12 inches in diameter bears south
42 degrees, east 30 links distant; thence
north 42)4 degrees, east 31.49 rods to a corner
from which a white oak tree 15 inches in di
ameter bears south 29 degrees, east 55*4
links distant: thence south 86 degrees, east
90 rods to a corner: thence north 4)< degrees^
east 79.68 rods to the north line of said
No. 21: thence on said line north 86 degrees,
west 123.72 rods to the place of begin
containing 65.46 acres, more or less.
Appraised at $2,927.60.
3d tract—Beginning at station 8i to the
public road leading from R. Crifc-hHeld’s
mill in a northerly direction and irvm which
a W. O. 12 inches in dianjieter bears,
south 42 degrees, east30links distant; thence
north 42)4 degrees, east 31.49 rods from which
a W. O. 15 inches in diameter bears
south 29 degrees, east 5o*4 ljnks distant;
thqnce south 86 degrees, ea#d 90 rods; thence
south 4)4 degrees, west 72.84 aodx from which
a W. O. 15 inches bears north 3 de
grees. west 16 links distant: thence west
6.92 rods to W. O. 13 corner tree; thence
south 72*4 degrees, west 17 rods; thence
south 64 degrees, west 28.24 rods; thence
south 89)4 degrees, west 15.80 rods: thence
north 52 degrees, west 11.80 rods; thence
north 31 degrees, west 23 rods; thence north
21)4 degrees, west 22.30 rods; thence north
25*4 degrees, west 28.36 rods to the place of
beginning, containing 50.60 acres, more or
less..
Appraised at $2,277.
Tekms of Sake:—$ioo to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of one-tbird of purchase
price to be paid within twenty days from
uay of sale; one-third in one vear from dav
of sale, and one-third In two years, and de
ferred payments to bear 6 per cent interest
per annum, payable annually, and to be se
cured by mortgage on premises sold.
ELI A. WOLFE,
Assignee of Meshacb CritchfieJtli.
Lewis B. Houck, Attorney for Assignee-.
November 17. J897.

MANDOLINS.

MUSIC

BOXES,

Gome in and see our MUSIC CAB
INETS, MUSIC ROLLS and RACKS
at all priced.

Xj_© CL
Z’ezn.rx,
Eoot "Vlaa.© Street.

JUST WHAT IS NEEDED IN MT. VERNON!
The Racket Store has been opened in the Peterman Block, corner
Main and Gambier streets, where you can find

Articles for Household Use
in TIN WARE, QUEENSWARE, WOODEN WARE, NOTIONS, 4C„
and at TRICES THE LOWEST YOU EVER HEARD OF.

RACKET

THE

her annt, Mrs. Charles Updike.
Miss McVay, of Pennsylvania, is the
guest of Miss Blanch Smith.
Rev. Hyde attended the funeral of Rev.
Ashbaugb, at Danville.
Rev. Francis and family left for Beverly,
O., Saturday, where they make their home
Their many friends regret their departure,
but wish them success in the new pastorate
The “Blunder and Guess’’ social given at
tbe home of John E. Laudruin was an en
joyable affair.
Mr. Cbeston Wright and Miss Maud
Whiteeel were quietly married at the home
of the bride's adopted parents, Mr. and MrsThomas Barker. Wednesday evening, Rev.
Francis performing the ceremony.
Arthur Boyce, of Wellington, employed
by the T. «fe O. C. in making telegranh re
-'ation.
pairs, died suddenly Friday night. He had
''<»4errt are hostile to the treaty, gone to bed feeling as well as usual,but was
taken
and expired before medical aid
'' involves a disregard of could sick
reach him. Death was caused by the
bursting of a blood vessel at the base of the
title only. brain
The farewell social, in honor of Rev.
Francis, at the home of Hon. J. K.Haiden.
Wednesday evening was largely attended
d very much enjoyed.
vening last week, Mrs. E. E. Mcher presence of mind, prevented
--have been a disastrous fire. One
^*Olie gasoline stove became
''’•ttfire to a dish towel
ire quickly threw
irrieil out the
Theo,
out

for sale at public auction, on
December 24, 1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.;
2d and final account of Thomas D.
Saturday, the ISth Day of December, 189£.
Banning,
executor
of
John
D.
Thompson,
in Watches, Hat Pins, Cuff buttons, Scarf
who was assignee of James Rogers.
Between the hours of io o'clock a. m. and' 3
FRANK
O.
LEVERING,
pins, Vinaigrettes. Brushes, Chains, Lock
o'clock n. m., upon the premises, in the vUProbate Judge,
lage of Lock, tne following described real
ets, Bracelets, Broaches, Rings, etc.
estate, situate in the county of Knear and
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
State of Ohio, to-wit:
Described as follows: The following real
YOUNG & CLARK,
The following account has been filed for estate situate in the county of Kno^State
settlement and will be heard on Friday, of Ohio, and village of Lock, and bounded
Jewelers and Opticians,
December 24, 1897, at 9 o’clock a. m.:
and described as follows: Being Ute east
102 South Main Street.
1st and final account of Wm. M. Koons, as part of lot No. seven (7), in said village, com
signee of John J. McGough.
mencing at a stone in the center of the
FRANK O. LEVERING,
county line road three (3) feet wed of the
Probate Judge.
south-west corner of the foundatitn of the
store lately burned down, and running not th
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
to the center of the Marion road;: thence
along the center of Marion road a south
ng account has been filed for easterly direction to the center of the coun
settlement and will be heard on Friday. tv line road; thence west along the- center
December 24.1897. at 9 o'clock a. m.:
of the countv line road to the place of be
1st and final account of Lewis B. Houck, as ginning, and being the same real estate con
signee of J. Wilson Johnson.
veyed bv deed to L. P. and W. D. Stoughton
FRANK O. LEVERING,
and which is recorded in the records of
60 feet West of the old
Probate Judge.
deeds of Knox County, Ohio, in Vol. 92, page
353, to which reference is made.
Po8tofflce on Vine street, 0.
Appraised at $600.
NOTICE OF HEARINC AN ACCOUNT.
Terms of sale—Cash.
W. Ilger has opened a HAR
,
,
J. G. CROTINGER.
The following account has been filed for
NESS SHOP, and as he has settlement and will be heard on Friday, Assignee ot Alvin H. Hupp and Adella Hupp.
H
ugh
N
eal
,
Attorney
for Assignee.
December 24.1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
a very low rent, can
1st and final account of Charles Murray,
assignee.of Noah H. Tilton.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
ADUIAISTRATOKS NOTICE.
Probate Judge.
MTOTICE is hereby given that the underNOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
signed has been appointed and qualified
strator of the estate of
The following account has been filed for Administrator
Than any establishment in
settlement and will lx? heard on Friday.
WILLIAM B. DOTY,
December
24.
1897,
at
9
o'clock
a.
m.:
Mt. Vernon.
late of Knox County, Ohio, deceased, by the
1st and final account of Jerome Oanmer, Probate Court of said county.
Trv him and be convinced. executor of Peter Oanmer.
November 18. 1897.
FRANK O. LEVERING.
LEWIS B. HOUCK.
Probate Judge.
Administrator.
Table ware. Optical goods, Fancy designs

HARNESS

SHOP.

MAKE AND REPAIR HAR
NESS CHEAPER

,4 i'! •M'.

'• <

MILLINERY
We Have the Newest an 1 Prettiest Tiling's In Hats, Bonnets
nml Trimmings. Wejextcnl an Invitation to the Ladiea to
Call at our Establishment. W'c can please you in our Stork
and Satisfy you in)Prices.

MISSES M’GOUGH & DERMODY,
EAST VINE STREET.

A BIG DEAL

<x>

Greatest Clearance Ssli
■

■

a

In the Historv of Mt. Vernon.
We have just succeeded in secur
ing a contract for Our spring stock of
clothing at what we consider the best
bargain we have ever obtained in all
our long experience as buyers, but to
do it we had to contract tor an im
mense stock, and to carry out our
agreement we

STORE,

W. A. WOOLSON. Proprietor.

c<xxxxxxxx:

MUST CLOSE OUT OUR WINTER STOCK BY

JANUARY I, 1897.
Assignee's Sale of Real Estate.
pursuance of an order of the Probate
I NCourt
of Knox county, Ohio, I will offer

ASSIGNEE'S NOTICE
'Brm’ICE is hereby given that the undcrsigned has been duly appointed and
nn«’
qualified assignee in trust for the beneffit of
tine creditors of
O. CLARK HOAR.
of Knox county. Ohio, by the Probate Court
of said county.
November 19, 1897.
LEWIS B. HOUCK,
Assignee.
Lewis B. Houck and J. W. McCakkon. At
torneys for Assignee.

Assignee's Sale of Beal Estair.

Senator Stephen M. White, of Cali
fornia, gives the following terse anil un
answerable statement of the chief
reason* wiry tha United States should
not annex Hawaii:
Tho islands are useless for defensive
purp oses.
They are valueless from an economic
Tin
point of view.
They will contribute nothing to Na
tional morals or wealth.
They will add an undesirable element
the alieady sufficiently burdened

IN FALL and WINTER

3

and SEWING MACHINES—which
would be useful and beautiful preeenta for persons of all ages.

The Philadelphia Record, in speaking
for sale at public auction, on
of the revival of the “greenback craze,’’
Saturday, Deember II. 18D7,
says that this same sort of “idiocy” pre
At 1 o'clock p. m., at tbe south door of the
vailed in the seventies, but the people
Court House. Mt. Vernon, Ohio, the follow
ing described real estate, situate in the
met it “with .resumption of gold pay
county of Knox and State of Ohio, to-wit:
ments.” The * Record forgets: The
Being the west part of lot No. 28, in section
No. I. in township 7, range 11. in the U. S.
greenbacks were made as good as coin
military district, bounded and described as
follows:
by the Government accepting them for
Beginning at a stone, marked J. B.. on the
west line of said quarter township.or section
import taxes. There never was a time
number 1. and lot No. 28, and running thence Administrator’s Sale of Kcal
that the Government could have redeem
south 160 Doles to a stone at the southwest
Estate.
corner of" said quarter and the center of
ed the greenbacks in gold; they were
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
Howard township, from which point a ma
OENTERBURG.
ple. witness 10 inches in diameter, bears S. 22 MN pursuance of an order of tbe Probate
simply made as good as gold by the
been filed for
degrees. W. 1 and 1-10 poles, and a dogwood,
Court of Knox county, Ohio, I willofllr
settlement and will be heard on Friday
aiaches in diameter, N. 74 degrees. E. 1 pole: for saie,
Government honoring them. This could Rev. Francis Departs—Sudden Death of We have an Endless
December 24.1897, at 9 o'clock a. m.:
at public auction, on
thence east 100 poles to a stake from which a
Variety
of
.............
1st
and
final
account
of
Rolen
Simpkins,
have been done years before as demand
hickory,
20
inenes
in
diameter,
bears
N.
TO
Arthur Boyce of Wellington—Fire
Tuesday,
the 4tb day of January, A. D. 1S9S,
executor of Selay Simpkins.
degrees. E. 13 links; thence North 160 poles
ed by the Western Democrats, and had
FRANK O. LEVERING.
to a dogwood as a corner from which a At two o'clock p. in., upon the premises,
Narrowly Averted.
NOVELTIES
AND
BRiC-A-BRAC
Probate Judge
white oak two feet in diameter is North 85
it been done the financial distress caused
following described real estate,
ow ready for your selection,
degrees. East 25-100 poles, thence West 100 the
Wm. Mitchell, of Mt. Vernon was calling
situate in the county of Knox and State of
NOTICE OF HEARING AN ACCOUNT.
beautiful line of.............
poles to the place of beginning. Estimated Ohio:
by contraction under pretext of Bpecie upon his many friends last week.
to contain 100 acres, more or less, and being
Tract 1: —Being a part of section 4. town
Miss Jessie Hildreth, of Mt. Vernon, lias
The following account has been filed for >N pursuance of an order of the Prolix*: the same lands deeded by Jonathan McArtor
resumption could have been averted.
Sterling Silver Novelties. Ebony goods,
r»turned home after a pleasant visit with
settlement and will be heard on Friday, * Court of Knox County, Ohio, I will o’ffer to Meshac Critchfield. ’ See Knox County ship 8, and range 12, U. S. M. lands; begin

Christmas
Presents.

offer-

And It Means the

<N pursuance of an order made by the
■■ Probate Court of Knox county, Ohio, I
will offer for sale at public auction, on
Saturday,

Blanket

NOTICE NO. 2—Our Cloaks are all
new. We have no old ones to

Assignee’s Sale of Real Estate.

PROBATE COURT.

Telephones—Store, 139; Residence, 314.

BWHY...

PRICES FROM $3.00 UP.

Friday, tbe 24th day of Detenber, A. D. 1N97,

at two o'clock in the afternoon, at the front
door of the room lately occupied by John A.
Wright (now deceased) a_s. and for a store
room in the village of Amity, Knox county,
Ohio, the following described real estate, towit:
Tract 1. Being 51 acres more or less of
land situate in tne east part of the South
west quarter of section 21, townships, range
12, in Knox county, Ohio, and being sunnumbered i. 2 and 7of said quarter section
as shown on Auditor s plat book of 1880.
Appraised at f1,428.
Tract 2. Being lot 13 in the village of Ami
ty, Knox countv. Ohio. For more particular
description of which lot see plat of said Vil
lage on record.
Appraised at WOO.
Tract 3. Being the north-west part of lot
12, in the village of Amity, Pike township.
Knox connty, Ohio, and bounded and de
scribed as follows. to-wlt: Commencing at
the north-west corner of the said lot;th_ence
in a south-easterly direction bv and with
said line 134 arid S feet; thence in a
south-westerly direction to the north line of
a lot owned by William Edgar; thence in a
north-westerly direction with said line to a
tract of land owned by H. H. Pugh; thence
In a north-easterly direction with said line
to the place of beginning.
Appraised at $2o.
Tract 4. Being the undivided half of the
following described real estate situate in
the first quarter of township 7, range 12;
being 5 acres off of the north side ot a 25acre lot upon which Elizabeth Stinchlcomb
resided at the time of her death; described
as commencing at the north-east corner of
said 25-acre tract; thence north 88*4 degrees,
west 68.50 rods along the south line of lands
known as the William Grubb farm to the
north-west cornor of said 25-acre tract;
thence south 1M degrees, west 11.69 rods
to a staxe; thence south 88)4 degrees, east
68.42 rods to a stake: thence north 2M de
grees, east 11.69 rods to the place of begin
ning.
A
Appraised at WO.
Tract 5. Being the undivided 11-24 of lot 5,
in the village or Amity, Knox county, Ohio,
as shown on the recorded plat of tne said
village; and also the undivided 11-24 of lot 4
in said village, saving and excepting from
said lot 4 so much thereof as was hereto
fore sold by John. A. Wright to B. J, Simp
kins.
Appraised at $142.
Terms of sale: One-third cash on the day
of sale; one-third (none, and one-third in
two years from day of sale;'deferred pay
ments to bear 6 per cent, interest from day
of sale and to be secured by mortgage oh
the premises sold. '
November 18,1897.
W. W. WALKEY.
Administrator of John A. Wright,deceased.
Cooper and Moore, Attorneys.

Furniture House, ’^Street*"

a a

1 J. M. BLOCHER & CO. 1

ANKNEYTOWN.

J. McCormick’s

OAK, CANESE UK with
brace arms. A limit* <1
number left.

Quality and lit guaranteed. Don’t fail to see their samples
and get prices before purchasing elsewhere.
NO. 11 S. MAIN ST.
MT. VEllNON, 0.

!IRON BEDS . .

torney General.

Rockers from 98c. up.
Iron Beds from $3 up.
Bedroom Suits from $13 up.
Oak Diners from $4.50_sefc up.
Fancy Stands from 75c. up.
Sideboards from $10 up
These are a FEW leaders and
there are many more in the other
'ines.
Buy where you know that the
PRICE is the LOWEST and
GOODS BEST. Nothing hut the
VERY LATEST designs. NO OLD
STYLES allowed on the floor at

Deed Records, Book PP, pages 302-303: also
deeded bv Meshac Critchfield and wife to
Rachel Dawson. See Deed Records WW,
pages 512 and 513.
Appraised at $4,000.
Terms of sale—$100 to be paid on day of
sale, and balance of one-third of the "pur
chase price to be paid within thirtv days
from day of sale: one-third to be paid'in one
year, and one-third in two years from day
of saie.
oi
sale, ana
and aeierrea
deferred payments to bear 6 per
cent interest per annum, iiavable annually.
ELI A. WOLFE,
Assignee of James Dawson.
L.B. Houck and J. W. McC abkon, Attorneys
for Assignee.
November 17, 1897.

ning at the south-east corner of the said
aectjoj; thence west along the south line of
said section 139.90 rods to a stone; thence
north 45.64 rods to a stone; thence east 9.45
rods to a stone: thence north 51.31 rods to a
stone: thence east 128.44 rods to the east line
of said section: thence south 96.95 rods to
the place of beginning, containing 80 acres,
more or less.
Appraised at $2,400.
Terms of Sale:-One-third in band, onethird in one year and one-third in two years
from the dav of sale, with interest, the de
ferred payments to be secured by mortgage
ferred
upon the premises sold.
December 7, 1897.
W. W. WALKEY.
Administrator of the estate of Rebecca S.
Arnold, Deceased.
Coopek & Mooke. Attorneys.

It positively means the greatest
opportunity to buy clothing cheap ever
offered in Knox County.
We mean just what we say—ALL
MUST GO BY JANUARY 1. ‘

Every Winter Garment Marked Down
for This Sale.

JG Aim CLP
I. &. D. ROSENTHaIL, Proprietors.
Opera H mae Bloek, Corner Main and Vine Streets, Mt. Vernon, O.

Two fine
eases for sale cheap.

nickle-plated

show

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
TiffOTICE. is hereby given that the under-

signed has been appointed and qualified
Administrator of the estate of
HOWARD HARPER,
late of Knox County, Ohio, deceased, by thel
Probate Court of said county.
November 22.1897.
FRANK HARPER,
Administrator.

CITY RACK LINE.
T.

A. DAVIDSON, Proprietor.

Leave call for all trains for baggage and !'
passengers at G. R. BAKER & SM S Drue
Store. New telephone No. 8, at HOTEL I
tiMJTH. Bell telephone <04.

HARD AND SOFT.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

COAL

LOWEST PRICES.

WILKINSON 1
409 W. GAMBIER.

HONEST WEIGHT.

CO.,
M. V.

’PHONE 14.

to. CJJISMIDiD.
Oflirlal Notice Received to
That Kflect

By

Geo. B. Kelley
Maturday Evening.

The Trouble Is of Several Years’
Standing and Was Augmented by the
Differences Between the Company
and Col. Hamilton—An Attempt to
Be .Made to Reorganize.

PEllSONAL POTPOURRI.

Society's Season of Kuteriaininenfs
and Parlies.

ustui hwub nssio
Tlie

BcMolution
Goes
Through Council.

The Monday Club convened at 8t Paul’s
Patiib House at 2 o’clock Monday after
noon. After a discussion in tegard to
changing a. tine of the by-laws, the printed Tin* Vote NIoo<l S to 2 in
program was carried out. Mrs. Frank Har
I In Favor.
per read a carefully written paper on “The
Growth of the Protestant Church in Ger
many.’' Miss Saidee Stevens read a neces
Bids Are Received for (he Construction
sarily short account of the “Royal Women
of (lie Sewer tni High Street—Com
of Germany,” as they play an unimp irtani
mittee Appointed to Investigate
part in the history of the country. ‘‘The
Plans for the New City Public Build
Dusseldorf, Dresden and Munich Art Gal
ing.
leries,” was the subject of an entertaining
paper by Mrs. Beaton.

HE WANTS OUT.

1HE JOlirlSlill CIS!.

Dr. Clinton E. Sapp H< sorts to Unix as
Corpus For His Liberty.
Tits Petition is Filed by John
Tilton, Whose Release Was
Secured Likewise.

Court Asked t > Appoint a
Receiver.

R

Dr. Clinton E. Sapp, mention of whose
escape from the C ilunibus I isane Asylum
was nude last week,was retu'uel to hit in
stitution and his begun proce"lings tosscure his release The f ill »wi ig special
from Columbus tells the details of the at
tempt:
Dr.Clinton E Sapp win’s out of the C »1 iimbus State Hospital f»r (he Ins mi on a
writ of hibias c »*pus II i w is oini nit'e 1
from Knox coun’v.au I will be remeinbered
as Die patient who escap 'd from iIh asylum
last Sunday and w.te found wind-ring
about the stre-ts by ex Pnbve Dep x'y
Clerk McGannon and lateen back to the in
sGiution. Sapp now claims he is illegally
held in the bosp’tal, where he w is sent, he
claims, through the ma 'binations of rela
tives. About 4 o'clock Fridiy afternoon
John it. Tilton, a North Sid* red estate
man, who was himself li’ely releisxl bv
the habeas corpus mute fr ini the sime in
stitution, appeared in Judge Bigger'a c mrt
ith a |>e'ition for a wri». The piper was
signed by “J. R. Tilton on behalf of Clin
ton D. Sipp,” and was a most peculiar
pleading, although author ze 1 by st- tu e. It
was an ooplica'ion for a writ by a third
pstson, not an atto-ney and not one hiving
right to'hecire or custo ly of thepitient.
Mr. Tillou seta forth in his petition tint
D\ Sapp, who is a n itive of C dora I», ia
being unlawfully restraiuel of his liberty
by Dr. Richardsm. Mr Tilton states that
the committment hi ving been mid* from
Knox c suuty, they h ivs bean un ib'e t > ge'
the papers. Judge Bigger advised M •. Til
ton to pr->c ire cop:es of the co nmittmsn'
pipers and then procee I.
The Columbus Press, on Mo day confin
ed this additional informed m: rh • tran
script in the case of Dr. Clinton L Sipp,
who wants to gel out of Die asylum on a
rit of hoheis corpu*, was p esented to
Judge Bigger Monday morning by Mr J.
R. Tilton, who has inte est-d himself in
Dr. Sapp’d case. Tlie papers are copies of
the papers on file iu Die Probale court of
Knox county, from which the o>mmi'menl
was nude Wh“tt M* T'I’ou hr night Die
habeas carpus aui* J udgs Bigger toil him
to get certified c .pies of there pipers which
he did. The cise wi'l b« cill«d up on Tues
day morning in Chancery court.
The story b«ck of Dr S ipp’s commitment
is a peculiar on i and if the statements of
parties iotere-ite I can bebi*naou’ th-re was
something peculiar i , S .pp’s co uni’tnient
to the asvlum. Sapp w s marrie 1 on M tv
10, 1896, in the Suirogate a court in N w
York City to a very wealDiy w .man of
that ci’y- The summer was spent by them
iu visiting the swagge* watering place of
the east and then he husband's lieikh give
ou'. He had been a resile t of Oo'orelo
and only left that climate to goto New Yo k
to get married.
He made a trip ‘h« s»ory goes, back to
his m uinlain home for a ee son of reit and
his wife remained iu New Y nk lo settle up
their affairs, intending to j .in him liter.
After Sapp had been in Coloru Io a while be
learne 1 of the seri ins illne<s of his mother
in Knnx oonntv an I went t» her bel-ide.
8he died ami his g*ief was inconsol ible.
His actio is were a little p-culi ir w tile he
was distraught with grief a id he cl »iins
that his relatives t xik this occ-iuon t-> get
him c iniin tied to the asylu n S ipp cl thus
at Die time. Jit y 2, that he wa< no’ a legal
resident of O lio and ha l □ >t liv d here a
year, as he lsw r-q tirei Hi w is s-nt
over just the saui*.
Mr. T Ron says that Dr. Sipp is w irrying
about the whs cahoots of his wife whom he
has not seen since the clo*e of Die h mevmoon. Before he was sen t» Die asylu n
he made one t ip to New Y irk b it he w is
not expecLd and lie thinks lhat she w is
already on her wav to the wes\ Mr Tii on
is trying his best lo I ica'e her an I he thinks
that Mrs Sapp would c «metoh-r husband’assistance in a m nuent with her large for
tune.
Mr Tilton explains his interest in the
matter by s ating his early connection wuh
Sipp They were scho drakes and b »ya to
gether in Knox c >unty anil Tilton says he
won’t go bick on liis friend.

<2aun llamagc Suit Settled
Holidays
Archie Lafever Recovers Damages
From the City—James Irvine Found
Guilty and Sentenced to Ohio Ilefor*
niatorj—Quarterly Examination of
County Funds.

Jx*n and H. 8 Campbell, judgment for

THE M’CLELLAND WILL

plaintiff for $676 07.
An order of attachment has been issued
to Brubaker and Sliini for $220 and costs
against John P. Drips.
Nuit Filed Naliirday to
In the cue of Erlin Guy Woodward vs.
Content II.
Henry L Curtis, the motion of plaintiff to
strike out a portion of (be answer of defend
ant was overruled.
Sarah A Spidel va. James Oliver et al., Tlie Petit ion in Filed
judgment for plaintiff for $597 47.
Hat then lloggc.
Dwight E. Sapp vs. E. L. Grant, judg
ment for $449.18.
Continued—Lau*a Keller vs. D L. Casail, The Claim is Made That Walter Mc
James Johnson vi Cl* k Breliop, R hecca
Clelland Was Mentally Incapable tff
A'tnstro'*g vs. John Duncan Thompson,
Making a Will aud That He Was
D-slns Armstrong v*. Rebecca Armstrong
Coerced by His W ife and Sister Intxi
Dismissed and settled—Wm. M. Koons
Executing the Document.
vs John S. Wirt.

Common Pleas Court was engage 1 WrdThe Vance caiets, of this city, have been
ASSIGNMENT OP CASES.
The Eastern district newer resolution was
Sorosis met with Mrs. W. P. B igardus
disbanded. Official notice of this fact was
nesd y i i hesring the anplica’ion for the
Judge Jones has made the following aspissed Monday night with a d-clded ma
Tuesd
iy
nft
“
rno
in.
Th-»
subject
was
of
es

appointment of receiver in the case of G A sigument of cases for next week:
received by Capt. George B. Kelley Saturday
pecial interest, the principal pa tie is pertain- jority. Out'of the ten members present
evening.
Jones et al. against S IL Israel, executor.
MONDAY, DECEMBER *.3.
but two voted against it The passing of the
To persons who have cared to keep them 1- g to the early history of Ohio. One by resolution does not arbitrarily indicate the
The decision will he given Monday.
James Johnsou vs. George H. Jackson.
selves posted in the affairs of the Cadets, Miss Nora Molhane on the Kvly He*l»- building ot the sewer though it might be
Maggie Sapp vs. J. C. Goodman.
this action has occasioned no surprise. For menls in Ohio, had added inteieu fiom 'he set down as straw which indicates the wind.
MRS ntBNEY’s PLUM.
Mollie Lybarger vs. Marcus Hyman.
some time the discipline has been lax and ract that the writer was h irn and had liv- d The matter is new, however, in a more
The suit of Mary Bin.ey, administratrix,
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14.
the morale of the company was in conse in Marie'ta, where one of the Hist set fo Ihi gible shape, and it.formation will be
against the C., A. & C. railroad for dama
The cases against the three hobos, Lee,
ments
was
made
Mrs.
L
G
Hunt
rea
*
an
quence lost.
ges, was settled Tuesd# y morning. Mrs. Ba kis and Anderson, for burglary.
foi'bcoming which will be vitally influen
The trouble is not of recent date but is interesting article concerning the Au'Ii >rs tial in deter milling the mind of the council
Birney gets $1 ,OCO.
Eugene M. Blauvelt vs. Eva A. Blauvelt.
aaid to have originated when Capt. Fred of Ohio. Afer the usual drill in parlia and the people on the question.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15.
mentary
I
iw.
the
Club
ad
j
hi
rued
to
nntt
Wolverton was in command of tha com
SEXTK<CE* PASSED
Sanford 8. Taylor vs. Mary A. Taylor.
Th*
members
present
when
President
pany. Whether this in'en.al trouble ha I in one week at tlie home of Mrs Setnp'e.
O i Tries lay morning Judge Jones passed
Elizabeth S. Hoagland vs. Joseph Cline.
Uiuardus rapped for order Monday even
anything to do with Capt. Wolverton's re
sentence upon Joins Irvi.ie and John KeuEli A. Wolfe vs. E. L. Grubb.
ing, were, including himself. Messrs. ApThe
regular
meetir
g
«.f
theS
>cial
Science
tirement is not known, hut at any rate he
eda. Irvin* wa* sent to the Mansfinld Re
Knox Nat'l Bank vs. Burr Shafer.
p'e
on,
I'hayer,
Allen,
Welsh,
McFeslv,
resigned and was succeeded by Capt. Kelley. Club was held M mday evening at I lie home
formatory aud K-r.ela was given three
John Sellers vs. B. A 0. R. R.
Collins, West, Larimore, ami Coe. City
Almost immediately trouble was started be of the Misses Ro/e-s, the study <>f Fetch
yejrs in the Ohio penitentiary.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16.
C erk Chase was a few moments late and
tween the company and Col. Hamilton and history being c mtinued. Evolu in of the
Annie Critchfield vs. Meshac Critchtie'd.
Mr.
Appleton
had
been
appointed
clerk
pro
what was once the proud organization be French Empire, wan the subject of an ablv
COMMISSIOXERS' KEPOBT EXAMINERS
Elizi Spencer vs. W. H. V. Perkins.
gan to crumble. Col. Hamilton was blam written paper by Mrs. Gtrdner. I) sus-im tent. But while he was reading the miuJudgi Joner on Tnurnlay appiin’nl
G A. Jones vs. S. H. Israel, executor.
u*e«
Mr.
Chare
arrived
and
relieved
him.
ed for this by the
men, who claimed followed, in which soiqe phases of the
Hugh Neal. Democrat, andS. H. Peiertn n,
F.-G. Tuilage A Co. V8. Anna M. Crum
< i y Solicitor Thompson reported the re
that he never lost an opportunity to accrrd French Bevoiutio'i and our late civil w «r
Republican, lo ex tin ni the annual report ley.
sult
of
Die
case
of
Archie
I).
I.sfever
against
were
considered.
Mi«s
Edith
R
>g-rs
re
id
them unfair treatment.
of theCntu'y Commissione'S.
E T. Blake vs. Timothy Warden.
the cty, wherein Mr. I.afeyer obtained a
Elsa 8herman vs. H. W. Highle.
During Capt. Kelley's regime the Inter an interesting psper on the Life of Jose- verdict aguinst the city for $500. Upoo
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17.
nal doubles of the company increased and phiue. Tt.e club adjourned to meet at the motion of Mr. Appleton the Solicitor waa
DIVOltCE QRAKTED.
II B. A L. Co. vs. A. Stephens.
resulted in several warring factions. Those same place next Monday evening.
Charles M. Pugh, a well-known young
4nstrutted to carry the c ine t> the Circuit
Huston Hay vs. A. Stephens.
who opposed Captain Kelley said not a
gentlemen of thia ci y, was granted a di
The social given by the S’. Andrew Court on error.
Wm A. Van Wicklen vs. Cira E. Van
word against him personally, but directed
vorce Friday from his wife, Amy I’u^h.
Civil Engineer Casdl reported 'hat the
B-otherhood
in
the
Parish
II
nine
More
lay
their opposition mainly against the man
The custody of the minor child was also Wicklen.
obstucticii had been removed from the
E. C McDowell vs. I. K. Thompson.
ner in which the company was conducted. evening was a grand success. Over luO men
given hi n. The d vorce was granted on
ewer which letds from the Court House to
In the matter of the applicition of tl e
Considerable innuendo was indulged in con were in attendanci during the eve ling
the
grounds
of
ahsenc
>
and
neglect.
tiie Main street sswer, and Die necessary
Morelein Brewin' Co.
cerning the officers by the men, but the in Various games were i id ilge.l in and n
repairs made. The obstruction was found
L. H. Day vs. Lowell Broughton.
sinuations were apparently without founda graphoplione b irrow »d of Dr. Rmst-ll for
A NEGLIOEXT HUSBlhD.
the O7ca«sion disc nirsed music during the to have been ctused by the breaking of the
Joanna F. Miller vs. R. C. M. Lewis.
tion and passed unheeded.
Tx>tiie
Wade
win
s
divorce
from
Wm.
evening Ught refreshmen's were served sewer p pe due to its near locition to the
Wade- Her pititiou tile 1 Monday alleges
The troubles in the regiment, however,
surface, less than two feet of earth coverin the basement.
NEW CASES.
that they were iui*riel in this city on May
continue to grow apace, and it now
tig it at the spot where the breakage occntBtubaker A Shirt began an action in at
26, 1895 one child b*-ing born. She charges
seems almost certain that it will be dis
The Kokoslng Club gave one of their red.
the’gay William with hibit tai drunkenness tachment Friday against John C. Drip for
banded. Two elections to select a colonel popu’ar dances in the armory Tuesday evt □
Mr. Cassil, for the committee to whom
and grosr neglect of d ry. Wai. H. Thomp $220 due on promissory note. F. V. Owen
have been held and in both cases Adjutaut ing. Twenty five couple were present and
was referred the construction of the sewqr
is p'aintiffs' attorney.
son is her at'oruey .
General Axline has declared that there was lanced a pr >gram of twenty-four numbers.
east from Monument Square to Gay stree’,
Dwight E. Sapp on Saturday took cog
no selection. The second ballot was thrown
Music was furnished by Prof. Ed. Lee.
also ma le a report upon that matter. They
APPLICATION FOR GUAROIAN
novit judgment against E. L. Grant for
out pn account of irregularities and frauds.
found lhat the c ist w >uld exesed $100 and
An applic tiori has Ireen ms3e for the $449 18 W. H. Thompson for plaintiff,
The candidates were Col. Hamilton, Col.
The Kind's Daughters of St. Paul's that in consequence it would he necessary
appointment of a guardian for Dore re Bas- Lewis B. Houck for defendant.
Pocock and Major Irvine. For some time
parish charmingly entertained their as«o* to receive bids. They had notified all per
teitler, in »ll>-ve<t imbecile, of Pleasant
there had been trouble between the Vance
cia’e members Friday evening, at the Parish sona within the city who do such work of
township. Mrs B.rete tier is 73 years of
DEEDS FILED FOR RECORD.
C«dets, of this city, and Col. Hamilton. It
House, with an open meeting and re.eption. this fact and set the limit to the lime for
age and is represented to |»ossess personal
Jeffers in Peterman to Chxrles Bell, 19
was mainly through the Vance cadets that
L’ght refreshments were serve 1.
receiving bids at noon, M inday. Up to that
property of the value of $150, and 45 acres acres in Jefferson, $200.
Col. Pocock became u candidate, Captain
time three bids were received which he
of land iu Pleismt township.
Lydia Zimmermtn to Charles Bell, 19
Kslly p’acing his nuns in nomination at
Mr. J 9. E liott, of Chicago, is in the turned ovet to the Clerk. The bids were
acres in Jefferson, $25.
the ronvei.tion at Chillicothe.
aid over until the next meeting.
IRVINE 11 GUILTY.
city.
Michael WaDder to Channing V. Burris,
Previous to the taking of the second bal
On Thursday nt truing Harry Bunn 2i acres in Union, $259.
Miss Nellie Weaver has returned to ChlThe
ordinance
f
>r
the
construction
of
the
lot, friends of Colonel Pocock weot to Gen
changed his mind ah tut testifying agiinst
»go.
Eastern district sewer was then read for the
Wm. P. Wright to Dora Dowda, west
eral Axline and warned bint that crooked
Jan.e* Irvine and took the stand His lesti- half lot 6 in Amity, $350.
Mn. Samuel Bsrry has returnel from a third time and voted upon fur final passage.
ness would be attempted at the election.
m nv was not different from Dial given in
The ayes were, Bogard is, Appleton, Thay
Ephiiam lies# and wife to Armour Heis,
He was told where it would occur, and ask visit with frienjlsin Cilumbus
tlie other trials. The case went to the jury pa-cel in Clay, $600.
er, SlcFeely, Collins, Larimore, West, Coe;
ed to keep an eje upon it. He promised,
Mr. John W. Mc^arron spent Sunday with
Thursday aflrrnoou and they wrestled with
E. A. Palmer to M. Frances Palmer, 'ot
nays —Allen, Welshwith great putting out of breast, that the
is parents r.ear Fredericktown.
the question of his guilt until four o’c'.ock 74 and south half of lot 75 in Danville,
Mr.
McFealy
offered
two
resolutions,
one
direst fate should befall anyone who dared
the next morning. At seven o'clock Judge $675
Mrs. Anna Frederick, of Piqnt. is the
thpt the Dnie fir acting upon the bids fur
monkey with an election. Nevertheless, guest of Mr and Mrs. J. L. Neiba'ger.
Jones appeired and received the ve dict. It
Joseph Trimble to 'Jacob Gorsucb, 59J
the E istern sewer after they w-re received
when the election catne otf, it is claimed
is stated lhat three men held out for ac ac es in College, $1601.
Mrs C A. Bope left Fridav morning for be extended from thirty days to eight weeks
these irregularities existed. The count, it
quittal until almost the ia<t rn iruent before
Etta L. Darling to Thomas Barker, 50
and another resolution that the Civil En
is claimed, was so padded as to show Col Atlanta, Ga., to visit Mr Mark S'amp.
they were co ivinced of the prisoner's guilt acres in Hilliar, $1750.
Dr. John E. Russell went to CIrcago ^a‘- gineer be au borizsd to secure the printing
onel P<c>ck defeated by sixeeen votes.
I vine has n it bee l sentenced. Irvine was
8*iah M. Bradfield to Imna Shafer, 3)
Proof was shown, it is said, of the exist rdav evening on professional business, lie of speciti :ations and proposal blanks for the
d -fond* I by II in. F V*. Owen, while Prose- acres in Union, $400
returned
Wei
nr
slay.
guidance
of
bidders,
both
of
which
wete
ence of fraud, when the count was again
cu'or E ving was assisted by Hon. W. L.
David Nieble to Chas. G. Weaver, 62 34
Mr«. Geo'ge Canning entertained the carried.
changed, and Colonel Pocock declared de
McElroy.
acres in Miller, $2500.
feated by nineteen votes. But this last Pastime club, at her home on West Chest
Mr. Thayer offered a motion that the
Myrtle E. Convene to Craig Weaver, lot
count wss so manifestly fraudulent, that nut et-eet Friday evening.
matter of opeuiug Burgess street he referred
LAFEVER GETS $5O0.
247 in Centerburg, $800.
General Axline refused to accept it. On the
Mrs. Dwight E. Sipp, of North Main toiheStr ei Committee to report at the
The ca*e of Archie Lifever aguinst the
Live Hopkins to John W. Hopkins, lot
contrary be threw out the count, and de street, hi’ is»ued invitations for a reception next meeting. Carii-d.
effy f >r damages iucurred on M-iy 10, 1896. 67 in Centerburg, $1.
clared “no election.” He then made Lieu for Fri lay af.ernoon from 2 to 4.
President B igardus announced the names
by being thrown from his buggy at the
El’jah W. Hull to Wm. A. Fry, south
tenant Colonel Burch the commanding of
Gamh’er street i r using of the B- <& O half of lots 5 aud 7 in Bladensburg, $300.
Mr. J. W. Auskings and Miss Cora Mc of Messrs. Appleton, C »e and Collins as
ficer of the regiment.
t ackson account of defects in the gut'ering
Cullough. both well known young people members of the committee to investigate
B. II Rood to Lizzie C. Cook, 961 acres in
Two companies, C, of this city, and F,
at that point, wai commenced in Common Wayne, $6,000.
of this city, were quietly married last the c >st of plans for the proposed new city
of Coshocton, both Pocock companies,
building Upon motion of Mr. Apple on
Piere Court Friday. Saturdiy was con
week by Rev. J. A. Hamilton.
H. H. Holmes to W. T. Hart, part lots 9
have already been officially disbanded.
Die name of PiesiJeut Bogar us was ad led
sumed in taking of testimony and Die case and 10 in Gambier, $800.
Mr.
and
Mr-<.
Wdl
I.
Tompkins,
of
De

Two other companies, it is said, will be
i the committie.
was given to the jury Mb tut five o’clock
David M. Bryant to James B. Foote, 594
mustered into the Fourteenth regiment, to troit, arrived last week for a v'sit with Mrs.
Adj .urnment was taken (or one week.
An hour later tlrey return0 i n verJict acres in Wayne, $3,390.
fill the gap in that regiment’s ranks that Tompkins' parent*, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
agiinst Die c*ty for $500. City 8 dicitor
Wm. T. Hart to Harry II. Holmes, 107
baa existed under protest since General Ax liger. Mr. Tompkins returned Friday, but
I honipsnn was assisted by Judge Weigh*, acres in College and Monroe, $5,362.
CITY
BRIEFS
Mrs.
Tompkins
will
remain
fora
few
weeks.
line diahanded two companies tor alleged
while Mr. Lifev**r'a in ereits were looked
J. F. Auten to Rebecca C. Au ten, 80
Mrs. Ohio Slacker, of Kingfisher, Oka.
inefficiency. But General Axline has per
after by f.- wia B. Houck and F. V. Owen. cres in Uirlio, $500.
sistently refused to order another election, Ter. who has been visiting at Win. Paint Leins of Minor Importance Happen
ing During the Week.
or an investigation of the alleged crooked er's in Prairie Tp . fir aboit a month, will
MISS STRICKER GETS BICK
ness of the first election. Either of these leave thia week for Mt. Vernon, where she
SROBATE NEWS.
— Retail price: Butter, 20, eggs, 22.
Miss Barbara S'ricker on Friday began
111 spend severil weeks with relatives,
courses would seem to be proper to adopt,
Thomas D. Banning, executor of John D.
P'oceedmgs in aid of ececuti t > in Prohate Thompson, bas filed his second and final
— Ashland is to have • free mail delivery
but General Axline, it seems, does not care and from there take her departure for
Court against James Horton, father of Car account.
home.—Millersburg Farmer.
system beginning December 15.
to enter U|»on the subjec .
rie Horton, and whi, in his recent suit re
Major Harry Ward, of Columbus, is the
Wm M. Koons, assignee of Janies Reed
— Clintoa <’ispter. No. 26, Royal A>ch
covered a verdict of $300 agains' Ciem lias filed bis jieti'ioa to sell land.
ranking major of the Seventeenth. He ia a
AN IMPORTANT QUESTION
Mason*, will elect pificers Fri lay evening.
Bsrry. She swesrs that in May, 1894. she
son-in law of Col. Pocock, and also con
Wm. A. Whi*e, administrator of Cynthia
THE REAPER’S HARVEST.
rec >vered a judgment agamsi Mr. Hor'nn
— The Scientific American says 90 p»r
ducted his canvass for the colonelcy. On To he Decided by Knlglils Templars
Butler, haa field second aud final ac
for $98.10, which has never been sati-fi*d. count.
cent, of headache is caured by d< fecti e
Monday morning he addressed a letter to
at Next Conclave.
eyesight. Have yuur eyes examined by a Mortality of tlie City and County for
It will l>e remembered 'hat M ss 8'ricker
Gcueral Axline, as follows:
First and final account filed by Oscar
was a star witness for H irton in bis suit Rice, administrator of John Young.
Graduate Opt cian at J D Ankeny’s.
the Week.
Columbus, O., Dec. 0
Probably the leading question to come
0. G. Cooper is appointed guardian of
•gainst Berry. She h id several interesting
The Adjutant General, State of Ohio:
— The B >ard of Education held regular
before the triennial conclave of the Knights
encounters with Cd. Billy McElroy.Berry’s Anna B. Cooper. Bind, $50.
HOWLAKD.
Sir—I have the honor to ask by what Templars in Pi tsburg next year will be monthly resnon Monday evening. The
authority you have (if reports in daily
Lewis B. Houck, assignee of Donahey A
Wm. Hoagland died at the bounty In attorney, in one of which she was forced to
hether tha triennial meetings shall be u-ual bills weie paid and Die erection
press are correct) declared the election for
firmary Thusd«yof old age. He was a admit that she was engage I to he ma'ried to Bro., has filed rep irt of divideuda.
'colonel of Seventeenth Infantry, O. N. G.. abolished
of a new High School building di<cu.s<d.
Jerome Gaunier, executor of Peter Gau
former resident of Brink Haven and a son James Horton. At another time she be
to be null and void. I submitted to you a
For a number of yeais the wisdom of
— The c dlection taken for the poor at and laughter living at Danville survive came so enraged at the inquisitive C ilouel nter, has filed his first and final account.
number of peisonal letters and official com
these
great
festivals
has
been
much
ques
munications and a number of affidavits
the union meeting on Thanksgiving, him.
over her age that she is alleged to have said
allowing certain frauds in the returns of the tioned by a considerable portion of the anioumitig to $14.58, has been placed in the
afterward that she c >uld have spinked the
marriage licenses.
last ballot, and tequvsed (hat you investi fraternity. The feeling arises from a variety
little barrikter
M'llAI.lt
gate personally and if you c >uld not satisfy of sources. Conclaves entail a vast amount hands ol Die Women’s Christian Associa
Louis Golleib Homeier and Jennie May
yourself as to tire validity of the claim I
tion for distribution.
On Tuesday Miss Stricker paid the costa Walker.
Fannie McHale, aged 16. died at the
made for the election of E. J. Pocock that of labor and expense, and io the past they
home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Martin iu Probate Court and caused Die proceedings
— Several cars of a freight train on the
Lamont N. Cook aud Ida O. Wallace.
you then proceed as in civil election con have not always proved eminently satisfac
tests, requiring the other candidates to tory. The question of iheir abo'ition came Dresden branch of the C.. A A C. were de McHile 629 West Gambier street. Wednes to he dismissed
prove their votes. Some weeks ago I wrote up before the last gram' encampment session railed Saturday night. The wreck crew day morning of tuberculos:s The funeral
you two letters in the matter, to neither of
arrangements have not been made.
- 8upt. Bonebrake’s monthly report ol
THE GANS CASE SETTLED.
which I have as yet received any reply. in Boston aud the idea was supported by a from this city were called out and cleared
The damage suit of the villige of Gann the public schools shows the following:
You have as yet suggested to me no fraud strong minority. The opinion is general away tlie wreck in an hour.
WHRBLCK.
on the part of the friends of General Po that the question will ag .in come up at the
against the Toled o, Walhonding Valley A Yearly enrollment, 1,273; monthly enroll
— The Racket Store has been opened in
cock, and when you have been aware {hat I
Mrs. Ella Wheeler, aged forty three years, Ohio railroad came up in Comino i Pleat ment, 1.232; average daily attendance, 1,127;
Pittsburg
conclave
and
many
high
officials
the Peterman block, cirner Main and Gam died at the home of her father, Mr. James
have principally conducted the campaign in
court Monday. Tlie forenoon was devoted average daily absence, 101; tardiness, 31;
favor of General Pocock, I must of course in tlie order anticipate a radical change in bier streets, by Mr W. A. Woolson. A
consider your action ts a diiect and gross the manner of holding the triennial meet stock of tinware, wooden ware, queena- Andrews, on East Front street, Friday to disposing of the claim of the defend neither absent nor tardy, 638; per cent, of
af ernoon, of nervous trouble, after an ill ants tliat the case was for hearing and not foi attendance, 92; per cent, of regularity, 53;
insult to me and to General Poo-ck’s
ware and other household articles is carried ness of several months. H*-r husband,Johu
friends, who honestly and fairly elected ings.
trial. It was settled ou this point by the entered, 38; transferred, 18; withdrawn, 24;
It
has
brei
prop-iaed
Dial
the
city
of
him colonel of the regiment. Yon have
— Mr. John Hunt, of this oily, has re S. Wheeler, d:ed about a year ago. She is plaintiffs waiving right of trial by jury and truancy, 2; corporal punishment, 14; tardi
told me that y u submitted my proofs of Washington be made a permanent meeting
General Pocock's election to one of the place for the grand commanders, and that signed his position as wa'chman at the survived by her father, one brother and two preparations for the hearing were b-gun ness of teachers. 0: visits to parents, 27;
Columbns Insane Hospital. He has been sisters. The funeral services were held at After dinner, however, a compromise was visitors, 201.
oilier candidates for bis examination, bn
you have never tendered me any such com the splendid parades that have heretofore employed at the institution fora number of the home Sunday afternoon, and intermeut
agreed upon and the case will be dismissed
pliment in the way of submitting to me characterzed the occasion lie entirely abol
The terms of the compromise are virtu il
verbally or in writing, any pioors or sug ished. The success or defeat of the move years and was an efficient and capable em was made io Mound View.
Notice to Hunters.
gestions of fraud on the part of General Po nient will d. fiend in great measure, it is ploye.
ly a victory for the plaint'.ff-r, for by it they
Cock’s friends. This action, or rather lack
All the land owners of Monroe town
8AHPKR8O9.
— Prof. L. D. Bonebrake, State 8chool
gain
pracDcally
everything
they
contended
thought,
on
the
success
of
the
approaching
of action, on your part is not in keeping
Myrtle Sanderson, aged 11 years,daughter for. The defendants are to pay all Die costs ship have agreed to prosecute, to the
with your most posi ive ss-urances made meeting in Pittsburg. True, a big majority Commiasioner-eli*et,on Saturday announced
full extent of the law, all persons hunt
verbally to me before the tlrc'ion, that you of the knights are still strongly in favor the appointment of H. H. Cassil, of thia of Mr. fames Sanderson, died at her home of the case, including the f-es of alt the
would deal most sevetely with any person
on West High street Thursday afternoon of attorneys. Within nine months they are ing and shooting on th*ir premises
city,
to
a
cleikship
in
his
office
at
a
salary
pnsent conclave fe-uivi'ies.
without the consent of the owners
in the military service who might tamper of the
f $1200 a year. Mr C«ssil is a yonng typhoid fever after an illness of several to remove lire present wooden trestle and thereof.
The conclave has always been a powerful
with election returns.
May I ask also by what authority you factor in preserving the unity of tire order gentleman entirely worthy of the good luck weeks. 8h« was born in Florifa, February erect in its steal an ovarbead bridge of iron
28, 1885. where her parrots had gone to The further concession was grante 1 by the
proceeded to ao suddenly it sjtec*. the c >m- in the United States. It has served to keep that haa befallen him.
pstiies of the Seventeenth infantry before
spend the winter. She is survived by her railroad company tliat all local passenger
the
Cnights
Template
of
the
country
in
—
Charles
W.
Marrio
’
t,
of
Mansfield,
the election is over, and (if any credence
father end a brother, Mr. Will 8anderson, trains shall stop al tire village, the village
is to be put in a number of rumors which thorough touch with one another, and has postal clerk on the Pan Handle, was arrest
have reached me) to give out the impres cultivated the fiaternal feature among ed at Pittsburg last week for stealing letters of Lafayette, Ind Hie remains were taken in return to grant the privilege of the cou
to Three Rivers. Mich , Friday evening for traction of the overhead bridgesion that a number of the companhs of the
said regiment are to be mustered out of the American Templars Io an extent that could from the mails. • Marriott was placed in interment. Services were held at the home
The case wss originally insiitutsd as t
service, when it is well known lhat the nofchave been attained by any other means Die service in 1896, iisving up to that time Friday afternoon in this city by Rev. F. A.
damsgs case without the reque^ for the
mustering out of ceitain companies would For this and many other reasons thechange been an attorney in Shiloh, Richland
mean the defeat of General Pocock in an will not he made without serioua considera county. His family connections are promi Wilber.
removal of the obstruction, and the sum of
other ballot, whereas General Pocock was
$20,009 was stipulated as the extent of the
nent in D laware cotin'y.
WHY . . .
fairly elected on each of two ballots, if tha tion of results.
K of P. Officers.
damage Ireter the petition was amended
affidavits and statements which I h«»e fur
— Basil Burris was arrested Thursday at
Are they always busy at H. G.
Timon lodge, K.of P., No. 45, e'ected tlie os as to require the removal of the trestle
mshe I you are to be considered at all?
his home in Wayne township by Cons'ab’e
SEILER’S Meat Market?
A State Forestry.
I ask you in simple jns'ice to a regiment
following officers Friday evening:
and the datmge reduc’d to the sum of
to whose magnificent record I point with
Because they keep the best the
Ohio may come lo have a elate foreitry. Walters and placed in jail on the charge
Chancellor Commander — J. L. Nei- $1,950. The plain'itf was represented
pride to either consider my formal notice
of stealing household goods.
Burris
markets afford. If you do not
The
cause
of
forestry
is
to
be
brought
up
at
barger.
the
case
by
D.
C.
Cunningham,
of
Brink
of desire Io contest 'lie returns of the lasformerly lived in a house io South
believe it just go and try some of
ballot, or Jo proceed with another ballot a the coming session of the Legislature, and
Vice Chancellor—W truer T. Sharp.
Haven, and Hon. W. L. McElroy, Col. W
their Buffalo hams, good old fash
once, before making any chanties in II e reg Dr. Erneet H. R »the, one of the newly Vernon belonging to Mrs R. J. Penrose
Prelate—Fred W. Strang.
C. Cooper aud Hon. Frank Moore, of this
ioned sausage, and nice corned
inient. Very respectfully, your obedient elected Representatives from Hamilton In a vacant room *□ the h ius« Mrs. Pen
Master of Work —Lewis B. Houck.
city. The defendants were represented by
beef. While you are there leave
servant.
Harry I
ard.
rose had stored a considerable quantity of
county,
is
to
be
its
champion.
A
bill
ie
al
Master-at
Arms
—
A.
A.
Dowds.
W.
R.
Pomerine,
of
C
.shocton.
Supt
Pot

your order for a can of strictly
An effort will be made by L eutenaol
household goods. When Burris moved out
Keeper ot Records and Seal—William ter and Engineer Maintenance of Way
pure, home made lard, and ask to
Fred French to reorgan za the Vance Ca ready in preparation having for its object about three weeks ago ha took with bim
see their nice fresh oysters.
Hamilton, both of tlie T. W. V. A O. rail
deta, I hough considerable opposition may the preservation and enlargement of the portion of the store 1 goods. His hearing Mawer.
Master of Finance—L. F. Strang.
road, were present at the hearing.
In fact you will find everything
develope to lhat. Capt. Kelley, against forest domain. The plan includes Die pur has not been set.
kept in a nrst-claasmeat market.
Master of Exchequer—Samuel H. Peter
whom many are only too ready to lay the chase by the state of a tract of land and
— 8heriff Smoots on last Saturday sold man.
tlie planting thereon of black walnut
H. G. SEILER,
blame, feels the effect of such criticism
COUNTY FUNDS.
hickory, and other valuable trees. Rolhe the property in thecae* of Josephus Tilton
Trustee—Henry C. Smith.
18 NORTH MAIN.
keenly. It is but fair to s ate that Mr
Auditor Wander and Treasurer Vincent
vs. Daniel M Tilton et al., consisting of 1?
believes
Diet
the
returns
from
the
sale
Representatives
to
Grand
lod^e
—
George
Kelley rose through ail the grades to the
on Monday made the quarterly balance of
lots
aud
4)
acres
of
land
in
Danville
and
would more than pay for the investment.
Woolison and Richard West.
captaincy and retires without having justi
their accouu's, showing the following:
Buckeye C ty, a* f illow>: Lots 3 and 4 to
Alternates— R. B. McCune and Harry
fled the accusation against him He is
Funds.
Balance.
OverMrs. M.J. Bhkely,$134; lots 5, 6, 12. 14 15 Blair.
drafts.
thorough gentl-man who devoted his time
— The fire department was culled to and 16, to Mrs. Julia Burge*, $303; lot 10 to
County............
$1,275 76
and energies to the good of the company Round Hill Tuesday evening where a flue U C. Workman, $401; lot 9 to Lea FerenMasonic Officers.
Infirmary......
109 00
without stilt1, and who is respected even by had burned out.
$ 8,889 52
baugh, $76; lot 7 to A V. Kirkpatrick, $76:
Mt. Zion lodge. No. 9, F. A A. M. elected Bridge ............
556
31
School
............
his enemies.
— At last an editor has bsen discovered lots 17,18. 19 and 20, to Clinton M. Rica, officers Friday evening:
Corporation ......... .
148 02
Worshipful Master—H. H. Cassil.
who attends church. Witness the follow $284; lota 78 and 79, to Mrs Jacob Ross
108 77
For Black mall.
$453;
41
acres
known
as
the
*
gravel
batik,
”
Redemption ....
180 08
Senior Warden—II. C Devin.
ing from the Ueuterbu-g Gazette: A citt
Soldier#’ re ief„
21
Centerburg Gazette: There was more or zen called our attention to the array of new to Mrs. Julia Burger, $204.
Junior Warden—C. H. Grant.
338
76
less excitement in town and in the com two-story hats that reposed on the heads of
Secretary -S. H. Peterniao.
—•* Last Febrtnry Die receivers of tlie
Special....................
45 00
We cordially invite you to
munity where the parties live, Monday the fair sex at church Sunday morning. If Baltimore aud Ohio Rail Road Company
Treasurer—Frank L. Beam.
see our Holiday Lines of
$10,973 44
$1,875 99
evening, whei Win. McBride, Ir., the Lotlt the hats get much bigger and higher it will decided to ad ipt the double conductor sys
8*uijr Deacon—C. L Stevens.
Balance on hand, $8,197 45.
mail carrier, and Miss Ora Weaver were a
Junior D-aco i—Will E Grant.
be necessary to reserve one section of the tem for all excursion trains iu order to re
Books,
rested by Constable Messmore and brought house for the women so that the men may duce to a minimum thn ch tnces of an acci
Tyler-W. R. Dixon.
bei<,e Mayor Bowers upin the authori y of get an occasional s<|uint at the preacher dent. One conductor under this plan is
Trustees and directors of the Masonic
Bibles,
COMMON PLEAS COURT JOURNAL.
warraii •, charging them with blackmail
One good thing about it, however, is that given entire charge of the running of the Temple Co.,Caarles C. Iiins, H. H. Cassil,
Winfield 0. Coe against Samuel and
Albums,
Samuel AlJ 'ey, a farmer residing east of when it ge's “too hot for you" you can train while the other attends to the lickets Frank Moore.
Sarah Anu Thatcher. Judgment for plain
town, is the pi >aecuting witness. Morey hide behind one of those sky scrapers
tiff for $2,088.77.
and the comforts of the pssseugers The
Toilet Cases
claims that he has leS»«rs in his possession
Daughters of St. George.
experiment proved succusful during the
Iu the partiiion case of Luella M. Young
—
A
Conference
of
all
Boards
of
Educa

and Fancy Goods and to get
written by thedefenda/its^S which they en
Lady Gladstone lodge, No, 75, Daughters vs. Elg*r M, Eley and fames C. Harrison
tion of Ohio has bren called for Tuesday, travel to and from the inauguration of
our prices before buying.
deavor to extort money or ot.’.'-.t consider
President McKinley, hut during the pan of St. George, elected the following officers partiiion was ordered and one third of the
Wednesday
(and
Thursday,
if
neccisary),
ation from him by stating that he ‘Morey)
lait
week:
two
or
three
months
il
his
been
thoroughly
estate
assigned
to
Janies
C.
Harrison.
January 11, 12, 13, 1898, to be held at the
had said unkind things of Miss Weaver
W Past President—Alice Shepherd.
demonstrated that its adoption was very
Anna W. Sperry vs. George W. Porter
CALEM EARS for 1803.
intimating that he had better settle. When Great Southern Hotel, Columbus. To this wise. From September 4th to November
W. President—El za Clarke.
judgment for plaintiff for $52.56.
Co-.-ference
Presidents
of
all
City,
Village,
brought into court, both at first announced
W.
Vice
President
—
Mary
8toyle.
28:h
inclusive
the
B.
4
0.
hindled
80,000
Mary
Wineland
vs.
Hiram
Wineland
rownsTCa,id Special Boards are invited as
fox 1898.
that they would waive their right to pre
W, Secretary—Emily Vernon,
Fred Armentmut, and Alf Aimentrout,
ex-oflicro ’h'-'a^gtes, with full and usual people on Sunday excursions between Ptiilliminary trial and be bound over to court,
W. Treasurer—Harriet Parr.
minor, judgment for plaintiff for $242 75.
powers. Eacli
of Education is re adelpbia, Baltimore, Washington and At
but later changed their minds and decided
W. Chaplain—Alice West.
lantic City, and o»ing to the care taken in
W. S. Cummings vs. Jennie R. Carson
to have same. The court then allowed quested to certificate n- -»t more than two
First Conductor—Edith Parnell.
judgment for plaintiff for $570.05.
thsni togocn Iheir own recognizance after other delegates with such Powers; and all Dm hanJIing of the trains not a single pas
Second Conductor-Martha Ewings,
thev had signed a bond for $250 for their other members of such boards tSa® invited senger was killed or injured. Four'een
Sapp Bros, have received a judgment
108 South Main Street.
appearance, Thursday
The proceedings as visiting delegates, with the right t
inside Guard—Elizabeth Farrar.
thousand of this number were handled on
against Charles and Isaac Smith for $108.12, 8
are being watched with much interest by
Outside
Guard
—
Sarah
Champion.
September 4th.
P. B. Chase vs. Jennie E. B iyle, Ernest
cipate in all discussi jus, but not to vote.
4lie public.

An important suit, involving the validity
of a will, was filed in Common Pleas Court
Saturday. The title of the case is Matthew
Hogge against James McElroy, executor of
Walter McClelland, Preston McC elland,
Mary Totrnan, Jane McClelland, John Men
tis, Nob'e Weir, t'homas W.ir, Belle Weir.
Sarah A. Beason, Elizabeth Montis, Mar
garet Youngblood, Mary J. Wright. Le
titia Edwards, Rebecca Fi zsimaus, David
Holge, Sarah McClelland, Minnie McClel
land Thomas McClelland, Robsrt Hogge,
T. D. H »gge, Phoebe Riley, Phoebe Alver.la Sprount, Lata Ethel Sprount, Law
rence Sprount, The Trustees of the Home
for Friendless Children of Knox (’ iiinty,
Walter Skeen, Walter McClelland Baker,
Walter Pyle, Walter Patterson, E. lenderson, Ola J. Paschall and Nancy P. Mc
Clelland.
The petition in the suit is no*, of great
leng h. It alleges that the death of Walter
McClelland occurred November 24, 1895,
leaving bis son, Preston McClelland, as only
child and heir. On December 10, 1895, a
paper, bearing the date of February 6. 1894,
and purporting to be the will of Walter
McClelland, was filed and admitted to pro
bate, and under its provisions James Mc
Elroy was appointed executor. The de
fendants enumerated in the bezinui.-.g, with
the exception of Mr. McElroy, the executor,
were the legatees under the will.
The allegation iu regard to the validity of
the will read?: “Said paper writing is not
the last will and testament of said Walter
McClelland, but slid Walter McClelland, at
the date of said paper writing was not of
sound mind or memory, but by reason ot
extreme age aud protracted illness, was
mentally incapaciln’ed from making a will
or the proper distribution of Ilia property,
and was coerced into signing such pe|«er by
the undue influenci of the defendants,
Nancy P. McClelland and Jane McClelland,
his wife and sister, in whim he confided
and was th-reby induce 1 to execute said
will.”
The will in qnistion is large and volumi
nous. It beq leal lies to tlie wife, Nancy
McClelland, the eighty acre farm known as
the Baker farm: also, one thousand dollars
cash, a horse and buggy, cow aud
twenty head of sheep, and such furniture as
she may desire. I* was liis desire that the
executor provide a home, board aod cloth
ing for bii aged brother, John (whose death
occurred but recently iu this city), and his
sister, Jane, they to occupy the homestead.
To his son, Prestos McClelland, who is not
mentally capable of caring for himself, he
bequeathed all the residue of his estate, in
trust, naming James McElroy as trustee.
To Mary Totrnan he bequeathed two aud
one half acres iu Monroe township, aud al
tlie death of the wife tlie north half of the
Baker farm is to descend to her, also. If his
brother John had l.ved. the south half of
the Baker farm would have gone to him at
the death of the wife. Upon the death of
his sou, Preston McClelland, the executor
is directed to sell the following farm#: Th-*
100-acre farm on tha Gambier road, and de
liver to hi- friend, John Montis, the sum of
$500, for services rendered him during a
l>ell of fcickness, the remainder to ba equal
ly divided among the heirs of his sister,
Mary Ann Weir. From the proceeds of the
McArdle farm, consisting of 166 acres, the
executor is to pay each of the three children
of liis deceased brother, Thomas McClel
land, $1,000 each, and to his friend, John
Hodge, $500, but if Hodge be at lhat time
dead, toe bequest is to go to Walter McClel
land Baker, a )oung man named after him.
From the proceeds of the Silas Young farm of
100 acres. $500 each is to be given to the three
children of hie sister, Rebecca Hogge. The
ild homes ead of 174 acres is given to the
Home for Friendless Children, in Knox
county. Walter Pyle, Walter McClelland
Baker and Waiter Patterson, are each given
one hundred dollars.
The defense in the case is represented by
Hon. W. L McElroy, Greer A Greer, and
Col W. C. Cooper. Iu reply to a query Mr.

McElroy stated that a complete denial of’
th* charges of unsound mind aud undue
influence would be made. It was well
known among tha neighbors and acquaint
ances of Walter McClel’and tint ha wui al Meeting ol* Citizens Monways of a strong purpose and that his busi
day Wight,
ness act I me a was far greater than that of
the average citizm. About the allegation
that Mrs McClelland coerced her husband
Wliieh Time Aetion
Into executing the will, he smiled and re At
ferred to the fact lhat Mrs McClelland had
Waw Taken
refused to take under the will when it was
presented for probate, which he considered
as excellent evidence that the will was not To Have the Executive Committee
Postpone the Great G. A. R. Meet
of her liking or choice.
The amount of property involved in the
ing a Mouth—A Citizens’ Committee
suit is near to $30,000, making it one of the
Appointed to Have Churge of Ar
most prominent, in that respect, lhat has
ranging for the Encampment.
ever come up for haaring in the cciirts in
this county. Mrs. McClelland is still living
The Citizens' meeting in the G. A, R.
and resides on the old homestead in Monroe
township, though she is greatly advanced Hall Monday evening to take action in
in years. The plaintiff in the case is repre regard to the coni ing State Encampment of
the G. A. R. in thia city w»s well attended.
sented by Hon. F. V. Owen.
The objects of the meeting were to get the
sanction of the citizens to having the en
WHERE HE'S AT.
campment postpone 1 from May until the
Senator-Elect Jones Defines His I»o- middle of Ju- e and a s » to taka some
action for the benefit of the council of the
sitlon on C'ertaln Matters.
encampment which meets in Xenia Fridiy
Senator Lake F. Jones, of the joint evening. The latter pirt referred only to
Seventeenth and Twenty-eighth district, the mere formality* of having a report to
waa a caller in the city Thursday on some make to that meeting which would show
private busiorss. says the Columbus Press. that a meeting of citizens had been held in
Mr. Jones is a Democrat of the old school. this city looking to tlie careol tiie encamp
He is a man of fifty years of age, apparent ment.
Capt. O. G Daniels called the meeting to
ly, with white hair, and a merry twinkle in
hia blue eyes. He had a cane with him order and nominated Mr. W. P. Bogard us
which was truly a work of art. He bought as chairman. Mr. C C. Iauis, editor of the
it in Mexici for 374 cents, American money Republican, was chosen Secretary. Mr.
It was engraved and polished, and could Daniels then explained the objects of th >
not have been made under two weeks’ meeting, after which Mr. Iims offered a
work of the ingenious artisan. Mr. Jones resolution which stated that the eftizins of
is proud of his cane and has a right to be. this city requested the executive committee
He was asked as lo bis position on the sen of the encampment to postpone the encamp
atorial question, but neatly evaded the ment until the middle of June, on account
of the unsettled condition of tlie weather
question.
“Whom do you favor for sergeant-at- in May and also for the reason tliat pension
day coming the fiist of June would enable
arms?” he was asked.
many to attend who could not otherwise
“My son,” was the reply.
“How abiut tlie assistant aergeant-at be present. The resolu'ion was adopted.
Mr. P. B. Cbase stated that the meeting
arm#?"
had been called so tliat some action could
“My son-in-law.”
be taken before the meeting of the council
“For third assistant sergeant at-arm>?”
in Xenia Friday, where it was expected
“I am for Fre l Blank tier, of course.”
“Who are you for, for clerk of the sen that a report would be made showing that
this city was alre dy making preparations
ate?”
for the entertainment of the encimpment.
“My other son-in-law.”
He offered a resolution that a committee of
* For engrossing clerk?”
five be appointed who shoul 1 in turn ap“My daughter.”
p>iiit a t it zen#’ committee of twenty-foul
“For enrolling clerk?”
to organize themselves into subcommittees
“My other daughter.”
“How do you stand on tlie senatorial to look after the encampment. The motion
prevailed and the chair appointed Messrs.
question?”
“I am for ray fatliar for senator. If there P. B. Cbase, Wm. Whittington, Dan. Stone,
are any other positions vacant, my brother Dr. E.R. Eggleslon, and James Alsdorf.
Mayor Hunt stated that in conjunction
can fill them.”
with tlie encampment the Women’s Relief
Corps and the Ladies of the G. A. R. would
Harper’s Christ mas Number.
Ii a handsome cover,designed by Maxfield also meet here, and that the Methodist
Parrish, the Chiistmaa Number of Harper's church had been secured for the use of the
Weekly, publ shed December 15th, will pre former organization and the Episcopal
sent a very remarkable array of literary church for the uie of the latter. Capt. M.
and pictorial talent, filling 36. pages. The M. Murphy also stated that the brigade of
popular artist F. 8. Church will supply a which the 43d regiment is a part, would
double-page picture, entitled “A Christmas meet here at that time for its annual re
Welch Rabbit.” An important feature wil] union.
Mr. P. B. Chase then reported the Citi
be a story written aud illus'rated ia coloby Howard Pyle, called * How the Devil zens' Committee, as follows: O. G. Daniela,
Came to New Hope.” “Brotherhood of L. F. West, C. T. Ensminger, F. L. Beam,
Three” is the title of a short story to be B. L McElroy, W. H. Thompson, J. C.
contributed by Mary E Wilkins, with il Armstrong, Judson Vincent, R. C. Curtis,
lustrations by W. T. Smedley. Other feat L. G. Hunt, C. 0. lams, Frank Harper, W.
ures will be: “Through the Bad Bend,” by II Phelps, John M. Ewalt, A. M Stadler,
John Fox, Jr , and “The Exoiclsm that W. P. B gardus, Harry D. Critchfield,
Failed," by John Kendrick BaDga, reapec- George E. Canning*, S. If Pefe-man, A. R.
tively-Muc&UM,’ i/ vi’. k. /A>si'”s an«4 JV.V. P.pe, voi. a. Cassil, J. G Stevenson, E. J.
Newell. There will be full-|>age illustra Craft, and (J. C. Chase The report was ac
tions by E. P. Upjohn and Frederic Reming cepted and upon motion the committee was
ton, and A I. Keller will illustrate a Christ ordered to report to Capt. O. G. Dmiels for
mas Hymn. The price of this “double organization.
number” will be twenty-five cents.

Fine Farm For Sale.
216 acres adjoining the village of
Howard, railway station within 300
yards: good springs and running water
for stock; well timbered and as pro
ductive a farm as can be found in the
county. . Will sell all or part- cheap.
Inquire of
A. Cassie, Mt. Vernon.

uPMitr in JiiME.

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

— Asa F. Rowley bas been appointed a
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab
member of the Soldiers’ and Sailors* Relief lets. All druggists refund the money if
'ommiasion, vice J. M. Armstrong, re it fails to cure. 25c.
signed.

Linoleum at Beam’s 12 feet wide.
Go to the Wark art studio for your

Xmas photos.

_ R. I. ARNOLD & CO.,

Corrected weekly by the North-West

ern Elevator A Mill Co.

Wheat.................................. ................ 88
House keepers, go to Beam’s for Corn
....................................... ...........
30
dishes aud house furnishiug goods.
Oats....................................... ...........
18
Taylor’sDiadem Flour.......... ........... $1 45
$10 Dinner Sets 100 pieces for $6.50 at
“
Beat Flour............. .......... 1.35
Frank L. Beam’s.
Bran, per ton........................ ........$ 1200
Shorts, per ton..................... ........ 13.00
You can get the best in large photos
Cash paid for wheat.
at the Wark art studio.
When you want the best groceries at
the right prices go to Warner W. Mil
ler’s.

DOUBT IS NEVER ALLOWED

Have you seen those p-etty dishes at
Arnold’s? Shapes an u decorations so
pretty and prices so low

To enter our Prescription De
partment. There are no doubt
ful drugs in it, and hurry and
carelessness are never allowed
to cast doubt upon the medicine
we dispense.

For your stomach s sake chew Soda
Mint Gum. Save the coupons and se
cure knives, watches, bicycles and dia
monds, at Warner W. Miller’s.

Are you
Ready for
Winter?

Rogers & Bros., stiver plated ware,
the Wm. Rogers MTg. Co., silver plated
ware at Beam’s. You can take your We do all in our power to
choice, both makes guaranteed.
furnish drugs that will secure
--------------------------------the
results desired by your Phy
You can save money on silverware at
E. O. Arnold's. Genuine Rogers goods sician. Taking cheap drugs is
cheaper than any’ other place.
false economy. We promise
Go to the Wark art studio for your you the best.
crayon photos they are the best in the
city.

Galvanic Soap. Galvanic Soap.
Try it for general use and you will use
no other. Only 5 cents a cake at Warner
W. Miller’s.
1,000 Window Shades 3 feet wide, 6
feet long, mounted on spring rollers at
Frank L. Beam’s.

TRY US WITH YOU NEXT PEESCBIPT10I.
Phone 263.

IF

Coffee! Con«*e!!
A first class coffee for 10 cents a pound
at Warner Miller’s.

You want
to see the
best and
easi est
running

Until March 15th, a discount of 20
per cent, on all fancy china and cut
glass at Frank L. Beam’s.

Fresh Oysters.
Fresh oysters in cans or bulk every
day at Warner W. Miller’s.

STOP!
Stop right here. Read this advertisement
It will interest you—unless you always go

If you did not get in to see the open
ing display at E. O. Arnold’s, you
missed it. The pictures are worth see
ing.

Warner W. Miller’s.

Men’s embroidered slippers
50 cents to $1.
Men’s duck snag overshoes
for felt boots cheaper
than ever.
TABLETS TO GIVE AWAY.
CALEIDARS TO GIVE AWAY.

BRONZE CLOCKS AND HAT BACKS
TO GIVE WITH $•»« CASH TRADE.

R. S. HULL’S
Otte-Price Store.

CHURN

i$t

in
the
market, go
to

BOGARDUS & CO’S

Another lot of those rugs at $1.49,

barefooted—for it is about shoes—cheap worth $2 50. Secure one soon as they
E. O. Arnold.
shoes.. Not cheap in quality, but cheap in don%last long.
price. Gladden your heart and relieve your
New Honey.
purse of anxiety by casting your eye o’
Just received k fine lot of new white
these foot-covering attractions:
clover honey only 15 cents a pound at

Men’s felt boots and over
shoes, $1.50.
Men’s felt boots and over
shoes, $2.
Men’s buckle arctics, 85c.
Ladies' buckle arctics,65c.
Men’s holiday slippers at
less price than ever sold
in this city.

Do you know that you will find the
largest selection and much the best val
ues in cutlery*, knives, forks and spoons,
etc, at Arnold’s? Try one of their
butcher knives.
Ficture frames made to order at
Frank L. Beam’s
New things in dishes, pretty decora
tions and shapes and at lower price
than ever before. Have a look at them
at Arnold’s.
Beautiful carpets, newest styles,special
patterns and at lowest prices. All wool
ingrain 37 cents. Don’t buy a carpet
until you look at Arnold’s

Window Shades at Beam’s.

Baby carriages in great variety; cele
brated Whitney make. Best carriage
made. Prices lowest. E. O. Arnold.
Don’t forget that the finest line, larg
est variety and lowest prices on Wall
Paper is at Arnold’s.
Window shades in the new colors and
best styles at lowest prices at Arnold’s.
A special offer of solid oak curtain poles
at 25 cents in latest style small pole.
See it.
E. O. Arnold.
Monuments.
Superior workmanship and lowest
prices. 407 West Vine St.
Warner W. Miller, Prop.

Buy your Wall Paper now at Beam’s
j clearing sale—2,000 rolls 35c wall paper

at 15 cents.

No. 26 Public Square.

ED. DEVER, Mt. Vernon, Ohio

Now is the time to buy lamps. Beauti
ful lamps and so cheap at Arnold’s.
Lamp and globe, decorated, from GO
cents to $10. Call and see them.

Bargains in Boots and
Shoes every day at Mc
Fadden’s.

0

LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

Bring your
shears and
have them
sharpened
free.
.

j

L

e
c

SOUTHING

i
i CHRISTMAS . . .
i
GOODS.
i The Waved tress Ware
Very pretty and ufeful
in JEWEL BOXES,
(
FERN DISHES, BON
i
BON BOXES, LET
i
TER HOLDERS aod
many
other articles
which are very low iu
i
{ Weprice.
have a complete line
i
of all
(
ThebulkLatest
Perfumes
i In
and
in cut glass
it* bottLs. Call and
see our

e

line* before you make veur
purchaees.

i
i Craft &
.i

t

Tougher

EAST SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE.

Ed. Mackey, a school teacher, while BX-SKNATOIt BHICE'S K1ILWAVS
burning near Victoria, fell with hie gun
whin climbing over a fence, which Plan to Item-range the 1 ines With
caused it to go oil’, .the contents blowing
ft View to Profits.
otl one hand and pa.t of the other.

PHYSICIANS ORDER 1!

.1

Reinurkablc Compound
tlint Really Cures

In New York
While ex-Senator C. S. Brice does not
a short while
ago a baby was contemplate the unification of all his Rheumatism, Neuralgia, and Distress
born in jail. Its railroad properties, he is endeavoring to
ing Net Tons Diseases.
'mother was be
ing tried for reorganize his holdings with a view to
, murder. Every increasing their earning capacity. Al
[womanly heart though his railroad interests are ex Mt. Vernon Ilrngglets nay that It Iitan
gives a throb ol
a Steadily Increasing Sale.
’sympathy at tensive, the lines which he controls,
thought of the
1 blight upon the with two exceptions, are unimportant, if
Physicians prescribe it!
poor little earnings are a criterion, and within the
That is one of the several remarkable j
baby’s life. Rut past year financial men have wondered
a baby need not
things about Paine’s celery compound ’
1
' be born in jail why the ex senator was allowing one or
to be unfortu two of his lines to degenerate. It has that distinguish it from other advertised
nate. Any baby
remedies.
which is not been common talk among railroad men,
Another noteworthy point about this
welcomed into says the Cleveland leader, that one of
this world with
compound is that it was discovered by
loving hearts the railroads was sinking into .oblivion
and ready hands no effort apparently being made to Prof. Phelps, LL. D., of Dartmouth
is unfortunate.
College, one of the ablest physicians and
Any mother who secure business. Now Mr. Brice is mak surgeons of the country.
is physically weak and incapable of bestow ing a successful effort to reorgan:z.e, his
ing a healthy constitution upon her baby
Prof. Phelps was aided in his work by
may darken its future with weakness ana
lea being to form an important system Cyl. M. K. Paine, the well-known com
disease.
A prospective mother ought to insun her under one management, but under pounding chemist, and Paine’s celery
baby's welfare by every means that Nsnurt various names.
co.npcund took its name from the
and science afford to keep her physica
President King, of the Pittsburgh A latter.
powers up to the very highest point.
Every expectant mother ought to know Western, has admitted that Mr. Brice is
The result of their labors was a scien
anti avail herself of the strengthening and negotiating for an entrance to Pitts
re-cnforcing properties of Dr. Pierce’s Fa
tific,
common sense remedy for those
vorite Prescription. It gives health and burgh from Akron, and it is known that
endurance to the delicate organs concerned an effort is being made to Becure diseases and troubles that result from
in motherhood. Taken early during the
period of expectancy, it makes the coming terminals in Detroit. Mr. Brice has de weakned nerves and overstrained mind.
of baby perfectly safe and comparatively voted much of his attention to the re It is not a sarsaparilla, hitters, or mere
easy.
It makes the mother strong and
clfeerful, and gives health and natural vigor organization of Cincinnati, Jackson A stimulant, but a true food for the nerves
and brain, and is hightly regarded hv
to the child.
It is the only medicine of its kittd devised Mackinaw system. He has reorganized both the medical profession and the
for weak and delicate women by an edu it into twp companies, the Cincinnati
cated, experienced physician.
Northern A Detroit and the Toledo A public as art unequalled system
For nearly 30 years Dr. Pierce has been
regulator.
chief consulting physician to the Invalids’ Milwaukee. He has also annexed the
But perhaps the most remarkable
’ Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, Detroit, Toledo A Milwaukee system to
N. Y. His thousand page illustrated book,
feature
in connection with this com
the
Lima
Northern
It
now
comes
on
“The People’s Common Sense Medical Ad
viser ” contains advice and suggestions tho best authority that he has secured pound is that its formula is freely
which every woman ought to read. A pa
per-bound copy will be sent absolutely free good dock facilities at Milwaukee and furnished to reputable physicians, and
on receipt of at one-ccnt stamps to pay cost made arrangements to extend the De for that reason, perhaps, they have
of mailing only. Address I)r. H. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y. Cloth-bound for 31 stamps. troit, Toledo A Milwaukee line to Lake special confidence in prescribing it,
A sure and permanent cure for constipa Michigan, from which he proposes to knowing it to be harmless, as well as
tion is I)r. Pierce’s Pellets. One “Pellet’ operate into Milwaukee by means of useful.
is a gentle laxative, two a mild cathartic.

car ferries similar to those now in use
After a quarrel with his bride Will by the Flint A Pere Marquette and Ann
iam Moody of Augusta, Ga., shot and Arbor lines. An attempt was also
killed himself.
made to reorganize the Ohio Southern
system hut in this the diplomatic mil
A Wonder Worker.
lionaire fell down sadly, as his project
One of the greatest, medical discov was blocked by the bondholders, who at
eries is Dr. John W. Bull’s Pills for the once began legal proceedings, and the
cure of indigestion, sick headache, sick plan was abandoned for the present.
On the 1st of September the general
stomach and constipation. They do
not purge violently, but geutly promote offices of the Cincinnati Northern were
internal cleanliness without debilita removed to Van Wert, which will
ting the system ; nor do they nauseate thereafter be the general headquarters.
the stomach. Dr. John W. Bull’s Pills Mr. Brice now has men out trying to
(60 in a box) cost but 25 cts; trial box, secure rigid of way’ in order to get into
10 cts., at all dealers, or by mail from Detroit over an independent line, in
C. Meyer & Co., Balto., Md. Buy stead of going in over the Wabash, as
tho genuine Dr. John W. Bull’s Pills. is the method employed at present
-. — -—
There has been some little rumor that
George and Homer Brewer, broth Brice has in view a more general traffic
ers, were, drowned while skating on
arrangement for several lines in con
lake near Ortonville, Minn.
nection with the Lake Erie A Western,
O-A.OTOXI.IA.
hut this cannot now be traced to reli
Sh# faeable sources.
In «
nlnlln
•vnry
■iffsatura
The Lake Erie A Western is Brice’s
wrapper.
of
most important road, but the Northern
At McArthur Charles Moore was Ohio, an auxiliary line, leased in per
hound over under a $300 bond for burg petuity, is one of the poorest roads in
larizing It >bert Thompson’s store in Za Ohio. However, the two fines will
le.-ki Saturday night. He was released
eventually form an excellent system from
from the penitentiary two years ago.
Peoria, Michigan City and Indianapolis
l’ry Grain 0!
Try G-alii.O!
to Pittsburgh yi4 the Pittsburgh A West
Ask vonr grocer to show you a pack ern, xne lines that, form the Brice
age of GRAIN O, the new foxi drink system are: Lake Erie A Western
that takes tho place of coffee. The
children may drink it without injury as Northern Ohio, Cincinnati, Jackson A
well as tliu adult. All who try it, like Mackinaw, now divided, forming the
it. GRAIN 0 has that rich seal brown Cincinnati Northern, and tho Detroit
of Mocha or Java, hut it is mado from Toledo A Milwaukee; Lima Northern
pure grains, and the 111 rst delicate atom
ach receives it without distress. J the Ohio Southern, Cleveland, Akron A
price of coffee. 15 cts. and 25 cts. per Columbus.
package. Sold by all grocers.
When Mr. Brice carries out his pres
■.
.... O ■ ■ '
ent plans he will have a through line
At Upper Sandusky Miss Barbara
Stuckey, a resident at the County In from Milwaukee, Detroit and Chicago
flrmary since 1876, is dead. Her bus (leased entrance) to Pittsburgh. The
hand deserted her as soon as sho reached reorganization will give Detroit another
American shores.
railroad to the Ohio coat fields. It is
... . -,....
........ — ....
“I contracted asovere cold from ex said that the reorganization will in
jposure. Coughed all winter. Could get crease the earning power of all the
no relief. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Brice properties, excluding the Cleve
Syrup broke up the cold, and drove land, Akron A Columbus railroad
away the cold. Never took anything
that did me so much good.” I. H which does not seem to be included in
the plans. It is stated that the Pitts
Brooks, North Haverhill, N. H.
burgh connection would hardly give
Washington Clemmer was divorced the Cleveland, Akron A Columbus road
from his wife, Emma F., by Judge
Sehapfelherger, of Tiffin, the grounds the right to icarry passenger business
from this city to Pittsburgh, as the com
being neglect of duty.
pany is depending upon the Pennsyl
The Discovery of the Day.
vania, a Cleveland-Pittsburgh fine, for
Aug. J. Bo;el, the loading druggist of Cleveland and Columbus terminals
Shreveport, La., says: ‘ Dr. King’s New
“I guess Brice is going to do some
Discovery is the only thing that cures
my cough, and it is the best seller I business,” remarked a railroad man
have.” J. F. Campbell, merchant of “and I wouldn’t be suprised if he were
Safford, Ariz.., writes: “Dr. King's New to do something with the Cleveland
Discovery is all that is claimed for it; it
never fails, and is a sure cure for Con Akron A Columbus road. Brice
sumption, Coughs and Colds. I cannot twisting his properties around and get
say enough for its merits.” Dr. King’s ting them in shape to do business. To
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and enlarge their traffic he found it necee
colds is not an experiment. It has been
tried for a quarter of a century, and to sary to have them end somewhere in
day stanch at the head. It never disap stead of in the woods. It begins to Icok
points. Free trial bottles atG. It. Raker as if his roads would amount to some
«fe Son’s Drug Store.
6
thing.”

A.

At Toronto W. F. Myers, principal
owner of ilieOhio Valley Sewer Pipe
Woiks, was stricken by paralysis and »s
in a critical condition.

OASTOniA..

THE DANGER

to which the Expectant Mother is
exposed and the foreboding anc
dread with which she looks for
ward to the hour of woman*!
severest trial is appreciated by but
E. L. Peters, of Toledo, a hrakenian
‘
“
h<
on the Lake Erio and Western, fell ofF a to smooth these ru gged places
car and was run over in F.emont. His in life’s pathway for her,
ere she
body was cut to pieces.
presses to her bosom
m he
her babe.
Swollen Very Much

“My wife had an attack of rheuma
tism and her limbs were swollen very
much. Our family physician advised
her to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla and she
did so. It accomplished a wonderful
cure. One of my children had largo
scrofula hunches hut Hood’s Sarsaparilla
entirely cured him.” A. A. Nkwmam,
Higginsport, Ohio.
Hood’s Pills cure all liver ills. Mail
ed for 25o. by C. I. Hood A Co., Iziwell,
Mass.

Rev. Father J. J. Farrell, a Catholic
priest has sued the P. A W. railroad for
$2,000 damages for killing V. Clnavarillo, an Italian, at Ravenna.
_ j r — ■■ ■
i 1 ■» "
“I was run over by a lumber wa?on.
Did not expoet to live Was terribly
bloated. My friends bathed me with
l)r. Thomas’ Edeetric Oil, and I was
cured. Wo have great faith in Thom.s’
Eclectric Oil.”
Win. F. Babcock,
Norvell, Mich.
_
J. B. Korns, Deputy Sheriff of Holmes
County, died at a Columbus (Ohio) hos
pital of paralysis. The remains were
brought home for interment.
William W. Maule, who sued the ex
ecutor of the* state of ti.e late AiJhiii
Rapp for $1000 for the care of the old
gentleman, was allowed $850 for liis
'Trouble at Tiffin.
IrWAAIi

Disease
A CMMATfi
Affection.

CATARRH

Nothing but a lo
cal remedy or
change of climate
will cure it.
Get a well known
pharmaceutical

remedy.
Ely's Cream him.
It is quickly ab
sorbed.
Gives relief at once
Onens and cleanses the Nasal Passages.
\ilays inflammation. Heals and Protects
Restores the Senses of Taste
the__Membrane.
No Mercury. No Inand Smell. No Cocaine.
Jurious Drug Full
r Size 50c.: Trial Size, 10c.
-it I >r u
or Dy mull.
BWITHEKS. M Warren St. New York

COLD"»HEAD

MOTHER’S FRIEND

allays Nervousness, and so assists
Nature that the change goes for
ward in an easy manner, without
such violent protest in the way of
Nausea, Headache, Etc. Gloomy
forebodings yield to cheerful and
hopeful anticipations—she passes
through the ordeal quickly and
without pain—is left strong and
vigorous and enabled to joyously
perform the high and holy duties
now devolved upon her. Safety
to life of both is assured by the
use of “ Mother’s Friend,” and
the time of recovery shortened.
“I know one lady, the mother of three
children, who suffered greatly in the
birth of each, who obtained a bottle of
‘ Mother’s Friend ’ of me before her
fourth confinement, and was relieved
quickly and easily. All agree that their
labor was shorter and less painful.”
John G. Polhill, Macon, Ga.
$1.00 PER BOTTLE at all Drag Stores,
or aent by mail on receipt of price.

BOOKS Containing Invaluable information of
CDC_ interest to all women, will be sent to
rate any address upon application, by
The BRAOFICLO REGULATOR CO.. ATLANTA. Ga.
White Itosc Heaves.

White rose leaves instead of rice are
the latest wedding fashion. It is a
prettier, more significant, much more
appealing custom. Being pelted with
rose leaves can he neither so uncom
fortable nor, in these days, so in
congruous, as being pelted witli rice.
The roses are shorn of their petals just
as near the hour for the wedding as
convenience may permit. This that
they may not fade and wither. At that
si age of the proceedings where rice is
usually brought forward baskets of
white rose leaves are passed around,
each guest appropriating a handful.
The appearance of the bridal pair is the
signal for the rose leaves to be seut
flying, and with picturesque and ap
propriate ellect.

Professor Maynard proved by repeat
ed tests that the germinating power of
seeds of dock, daisy, shepherd’s purse
and similar meadow weeds is not in
jured hv passing them through a horse,
unless they chance to be crushed during
the process.

ON MEN 8 HE IDS

NOT FOR EVERYTHING.

Steamboais Ate Carried By the Nat
ives of I he Congo.

But if you have kidney, liver or Mad
der trouble you will find S vxinp-Ro >t:
just the remedy you need. Peop'e uiy
not apt to get anxious abouttheir healih
soon enough. If jou ate “not quite
well” or “half sick” have j«-u evtrj
thought that your kidneys tn «y be tl e
cause of your lick tics-?
It is easy to tell by selling aside your
urine for twenty-four hours; a sediment
cr settling indicates an unhealthy con
dition of the kidneys. When urine
stains linen it is evidence of kidney *
trouble. Too frequent desire touriuati;
scanly supply, pain or dull a-hc in the
hack is also convincing pr>»o; that tin
kidneys and bladder need d wtoring.
There is satisfaction in knowing that
the great remedy, Dr. Kilmer’s SwampRoot. fulfills every wish in relieving
weak or diseased kidneys and all forms
of bladder and urinary troubles. Nol
only does Swamp-Root give new lift
and activity to the kidneys—the cause
of trouble, but by treating tho kidneys
it acts as a tonic for the entire oonstitu
tion. If you need a medicine you
should have the best. Sold by drug
gists, price fifty cents and one dollar, or
by mentioning the Mt. Vernon Banner
and sending your address to Dr. Kilmer
i Co., Binghampton, N. Y, you may
have a sample bottle of this great dis
covery sent to you free by mail.

[Harpei’o Round Table ]

The achievement has often been re
ferred txi of tlie carrying of steamboAts
on the Lacks of meu. The expression is
not quite accurate, for the Congo nat
From the Huron Tribune, Had Axe, Mich.
ives
are trained from infancy to carry
A “hreakinj down of the nervous system” meat nor vegetables. I dared not allow my
Is a modern expression,—a modern coin- bare feet to as much as touch the cold carpet burdens on their heads. When a
plaint. It is induced by prolonged strain or lloor, to say nothing of taking a cold loot European on the Low»*r Cengi sent his
ami the overtaxing of the nervous system, bath. If I did 1 was immediately seized
and is a product of over hurry and hustle. with cramps. In this condition I com- black boy to a store to buy some
It affects the preacher and the lawyer—the menced to take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for cigaretts, lie was surprised to see the
direct result of brain tire. It affects people Pale People. I took one box and felt no
in any walk of life, too, who worry ana fret. better—in fact worse. I said I would take servant returning with the liny package
no more, but my wife urged the matter, feel on his head. When a Congo woman
It means a depleting of the nerve forces.
It is curable by complete rest and change ing my life depended upon the result, as
of scene, also by the use of nerve restoratives every thing else had failed, and I was “used has smoked her much-love 1 pipe, the
1 therefore continued to take them.
and nerve foo-Js. As the first method is not up.
treasure is likely to rep >se on her head
within the reach of all, the latter offers Since then, and it has been several months,
I
have
bad but one slight attack • and have until sho again requires it; and if her
the most universal and practical method
of treating the complaint. When it is de enjoyed life. Have preached all summer husband, unf irtunately. hits been able
termined that medicine is to be used, se and held revival meetings for fifteen weeks.
lect that one which contains the most nerve- During that time my wife was sick seven to procure a bottle of ram, he walks
nourishing properties. Do not take nerve weeks, so that my rest was much broken. home with it nieely balanced on his
tonics. They only stimulate, and the reaction Some nights I did not sleep at all. -1 have
leaves you worse than you were before. had no muscular exercise for yeurs until re head, throwing stones at stray dogs and
Select the medicine that is to the nerves cently, when 1 have done some work in my cats in his way, without the slightest
what meat is to the body-one that as it garden, and iny muscles stand the test rehuildsaup the nerves, also increases your markubly well. I cun eat any thing I de idea that he is really an expert equili
weight. The best thing for the purpose is sire, and can now enjoy a cold bath daily. brist. Most of the many thousands of
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People Every Sabbath I preach three times, and now
the reputation of which is built up bv solid think I am good for another twenty years if pieces of steamboats were carried on the
and indisputable proof, and which is known the Lord wills. I am surprised at myself heads and not on the backs of men.
and sometimes think it cannot be possible
in every hamlet in the country.
As a proof of its merits in such cases, read that 1 have accomplished what I huve.
The 50,000 natives of Lower Congo
(Signed)
“Rev. J. N. McCready,
the following letter of a clergyman:
who have been carrying these steam
Elkton, Mich.”
Da. Williams’ Med. Co.,
Find attached, the affidavit of Mr. Mo- boats and all other freight around the
Schenectady. N. Y.
Dear Sirt:—In April, 1896, I was a hope Cready, made before a notary public.
cataracts are the very mea who could
less case, owing to a complete breaking down State of Michigan, I
not be induced, 18 years ago, to give a
of ray nervous system and to a persistent County of Tuscola. (
J. N. McCready, being duly sworn, says
stomach trouble. I had been treated by a
helping hand to Mr. Stanley. He wash
great many physicians but received no per that the alove and foregoing statements
manent benefit. I had been down four times made by him are true. Subscribed and ed to carry 1.83J m inloads, and ho had
with nervous prostration and twice with sworn to before me this 23rd day of July, only 190 Z mzibar and Loango porters
J. D. Brookes, Notary Public.
gastritis. These attacks would come with 1897.
All the elements necessary to give new life for the work. Some of the natives
such violence as to throw. me into spasms.
and
richness
to the blood and restore shattered
The time came when physicians said 1 must
stop4 preaching or die. I would be so ex nerves are contained, in a condensed form, would sell him a little of their time,
hausted after the last service on Sunday that in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. but they would not carry his goods ihore
I conld scarcely get from the pulpit. Many They are for sale by all druggists, or may be than two or three miles from their
time* I have had to sit down and rest be had by mail from Dr. Williams’ Medicine
fore I eould leave the church in order to Company, Schenectady, N. Y., for 50 cents homes. Stanley’s failure to secure the
gain a little strength. I could eat ueitlier a box, or six boxes for $2.30.
carriers he needed along the river de
layed liia work on the Upper Congo for
DREAM CAME TRUE.
WOULDN’T WORK.
more than a year, and the labor
New Jersey Prisoner Who Preferred Vision Told Him He Would Be Mur question was the most perplexing prob
dered and He Was.
lem with which he had to deal. He
Death To Labor.
Such men as Dr. J. H. Hanaford, the
brought his carriers thousands of miles,
[Philadelphia Inquirer]
[Elmira Spec. New York World.]
from Zanzibar and other coasts of
Of the 1,245 prisoners in the New Jer
well known medical authority and in
Searching
parties are scouring the Africa.
vestigator. Ahm. Livezey, M. D., who sey State Penitentiary at Trenton there
is editor of several medical journals, and is one who will not work, nor can he be country around Van Etten, 25 miles
How’s This!
Dr. A. W. K. Newton, the skillful compelled to work. He is a man of | north of here, but up to midnight they
Weofli-rOne
Hundred Dollars Re
intelligence
and
has
been
put
to
differ”
ot
,
fu
\
nd
/
he
.
’
"^derer
of
John
surgeon, endorse I’aine’s celery com
ward for any case of Catarrli that can
pound with words of most positive ent kinds ol work, but he will not raise Denmark, the farmer, who resided two not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
praise, and prescribe it for rheumatism, a hand, so the officials and keepers miles from the village.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
Denmark was the father of five sons
Toledo, Ohio.
neuralgia, and all diseases that result have given up the idea of making him
We, the undersigned, have known F.
from a weakened and impoverished toil. He has the run of the prison, and and one daughter. At 7 o’clock last
evening lie was seated at a lable in his J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and be
can do pretty much as he chooses.
condition of the nerves and blood.
lieve him perfectly honorable in al, bus
He was sent up from one of the room. His fifteen-year-old son was iness transactions and financially able to
Inquiries among the local drug trade
elicit the information that this com lower counties of New Jersey for forgery. seated near him, the other members of carry ouUany obligation made by their
firm.
pound is meeting with an increasing On his arrival at the prison he was the family being away on a visit.
The
boy
’
saw
the
muzzle
of
a
shotgun
West <fe Trvax, Wholesale Druggists,
put
to
work
at
keeping
books,
but
he
sale and that those of their customers
Toledo, Cf.
who have used it, are highly pleased simply “laid down,” as the saying goes. suddenly raised at a winnow, and the
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Whole
with the results and invariably speak of He was told he must work, but he next moment a shot was fired. The con sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
tents
of
the
gun
extinguished
tlie
light,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken inter
wouldn’t, so he was placed in the
it in the highest terms.
and the boy, badiy frightened, rushed nally, acting directly upon the blood
It is particularly pleasing at this time dungeon.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
At the end of three days he was from the house and notified neighbors. Price 75 cents per bottlle. Sold bv all
to know that there is a remedy that
When
they
returned
they
found
Den

cures rheumatism, when the sufferer is brought out and put back to his desk.
Druggists. Testimonials free.
mark sitting in the chair unconscious.
within reach of human aid. In two or There he sat. *
WITH SAND
Again he went back into the dungeon He died without regaining conscious
three instances, as the Banner man
ness.
and
was
fed
on
dread
and
water
for
learned from those who had used the
A Boston Man Proposes to Extinguish
There is at the present time no known
compound, the results were almost four days. This time it was thought he
Fires.
motive for the crime. Denmark’s watch
miraculous, restoring to health men and had been cured.
The fire departments in the different
and about $4 in money were found in
But he wasn’t. .
women who had been confined to the
liis
pocket,
showing that robbery was cities have found water inadequate to
He
was
brought
out
once
more
and
house for months, and enabling them to
put into the shoe department He still not intended. He had not a known extinguish fire in sky-scrapers. Mr.
walk without the aid of crutches.
enemy, and was a man respected in the Frank G. Cantose, of Boston, has a new
refused to toil.
method of extinguishing fires in tall
community.
The
keepers
now
began
to
get
angry
WAR INCIDENT
buildiugs. His invention consists of a
On
Thursday
’
night
last
farmer
Den

and resorted to the last method appli
mark awoke with a start and told his wagon something similar in appearance
Recalled By the Recent Death of ed to stubborn prisoners.
Colonel John Chard.
In one section of the Penitentiary is wife he had dreamed he was murdered to a horseless fire engiue. On this is
a big tank about seven feet deep. A and that his boy “Genie” was in the mounted a platform resting on posts,
prisoner who persists in violating the house at the time. He called for his capable of extension. A cannon for
[London Cor. Philadelphia Ledger.]
The death of Colonel John Chard, V. rules of the penitentiary is placed in other son, Jay, but he did not reply. A shooting sand rests on the platform.
C., which took place a day or two ago the center of the tank and his feet are curious fact in connection with this is The force required to throw the sand is
from cancer of the tongue, has recalled strapped to the bottom, The water is that Engene was with his father at the supplied by compressed air,and the can
one of the few incidents of the Zulu War then turned on gradually and, to pre time of the crime last night, while Jay non is operated by one man. This
curious-looking “cannon” fire engine is
which Englishmen can regard not only vent it from going over the prisoner’s was visiting in Candor.
propelled through the streets by means
without shame, but with a degree of head, he is expected to pump and keep
Honor Their Horses
of
a gasoline engine, and the same pow
pride. Colonel Chard was one of the on pumping or run the risk of finding
Japaneee officers who fought in the er elevates the sand from the body of
heroes of Rorke’s Drift, the story of himself over head.
But this prisoner wasn’t i i the pump late war against China have petitioned the carriage to the cannon on the plat
which gallant stand of eighty men
against 4,f00 has been recalled by his ing business. He was strapped in the their Government to erect a monument form above. A very little sand will
lamentable death. His gallant com tank and the water turned on. Gradu to ti.e memory of the horses that fell in completely extinguish the flames aud
do no damage to the building.
rade, Broinhead, who also won tho V. ally it began to get higher. Several battle.
C., on this occasion, died at Allahabad prison-keepers looked on, one laughing
a few years ago of typhoid fever on the ly remarking that if he never worked
anniversary of the day when the tidings bef -re lie would now. The water got
of their famous exploit reached this to the prisoner’s chin, but he wouldn’t
country, and served in some measure as grasp the pump handle. He r-imply
a palliative to the shame and disgrace went to tho bottom and the keepers hail
of the British defeat at Isandula This to rescue him to prevent drowning.
is the story of Rorke’s Drift. After the Since then the case lias been given up
disaster at Isandula, Chard, who was as a bad job. The prisoner does not
then a Lieutenant in the fifth company work.
of Royal Engineers, was left in charge
A SAGACIOUS GOOSE.
of the Commissariat Corps nt Rorke’s
Drift, with Lieutenant Broinhead and
Iteareil an Orphan Puppy
I lie
The best Washing Powder
eighty men of the Eightietli Regiment.
Baby’s Milk Bottle.
Believing that the Zulus would attempt
made. Best for all clean
to cross into Natal, he determined, with
[New Orleans Times-Dam era’.]
ing, does the work quickly,
his little band, to hold tiie Drift till help
“I never hear a relerence to the ‘old
cheaply and thoroughly.
should come. For this purpose a barri gray goose’ of fiction," remarked Jen
cade had to be ercctrd, but theie were kins yesterday, “but that I think of a
Largest package—greatest economy.
none of the ordinary materials for it. little episode in relation to another
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Biscuit tins, bags and such things of gray goose that came within my observa
8L Louis,
New York,
Boston,
Philadelphia.
Chicago,
similar nature as the commissarait tion. I happened to he the father of a
could furnisli were hastily gathered to little baby and the proud owner of a set
gether and thrown up to form a shelter ter dog, with a single pup, and an old
HE THAT WORKS EASILY. WORKS
for the men, who, before they had finish goose with motherly proclivities. The
SUCCESSFULLY.” fcLEAN HOUSE WITH
ed, were already under fire. Almost as mother of the pup happened to be sud
soon as darkness fell the regular attack denly called to the great dog beyond
begun; on one side of that little barricade and the pup was left to the tender mer
Lieutenants Chard and Broinhead, cies of the world, and might have miser
young men both—the former just turn ably perished had it not been for old
ed 31—with eighty devoted comrades: goose. The good old thing no sooner
WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY
They have stood the test of years,
on the other a force of between 3,000 ascertained that the pup was mother
nd have cured thousands of
and 4,000 Zulus, intoxicated with vic less than she undertook the office with
ases of Nervous Diseases, such
as Debility, Dizziness. Sleepless
tory, thirsting for blood. Six several much cackling and hissing. The pup
ness and Varicocele,Atrophy,&c.
They clear the brain, strengthen
times the maddened savages came on— took to the old goose with good grace,
the circulation, make digestion
perfect, and impart a healthy
into the barricade. Six several times and the two managed to get along nice
vigor to the whole being. All drains and losses are checked /rrmanrntfy. Unless patients
at the bayonet’s point were they driven ly. I found, however, that the goose
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into Insanity, Consumption or Death.
Mailed sealed. Price Si per box; 6 boxes, wilh iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund thout. All through that night the un was caused much trouble and incon
tnoney, S5.00. Send for free book.
_
.. *
*
equal fight went on. But when the venience owing to the little dog forag
For Sale by F. II. Tissot, Successor to II. M. Green.
morning dawned the attacking force ing, thinking possibly that geese were
withdrew for Lord Chelmsford’s column constructed on the same plan as quad
k&K=DR3.KaK=DR3-K&K=DRS >K8>K
was seen to be advancing, and their rupeds in general. The goose ctood it
coming was hailed with enthusiasm by for a while, and then came the denoue
the defenders. Natal was saved.
ment. I noticed the g«x»se one day
standing near tny little baby, then lying
LATER EXCESSES IN MANHOOD
BISMARCK'S FORTUNE.
on a rug in the back yard. The baby
MAKE NERVOUS. DISEASED MEN
was pulling lustily nt a bottle, aud final
Gossip About Stock Speculations Not
ly
the
rubber
nipnle
dropped
from
its
Believed.
of igmoraneo and folly in youth, ovorexertion of mind and body indnc-W
wee mouth and it slept. Then came
t ------------------- ed by lnet and exposure are constantly
the lives and futurefl
atty wrecking
’
happiness
ippinem
of thousand
of
tlioukmen-1 of
of promising young men. Bomo fade and wither at an early age,I
ic
----------the goose. Slyly bhe slipped toward the
at
the
bloeeom
of
manhood,
whilo
others
uro
forced
to
drag
out
a
weary,
f raitleea and;
[London J'ruth ]
melancholy existence. Others reach matrimony but find no solace or comfort there. The
j^^^timBmefound in all etatioaeof lifo:—Thofcim, tho oSioo, tho workshop, tho pulpit,^
A pamphlet has recently appeared in baby and with a rapid movement sneak
Germany entitled “Bismark and Bleieh ed the bottle with its nipple and silent
RESTORED TO MANHOOD BY DRS. K. A K.
roeder.” Its author is a member of the ly lied into a corner of the yard, where
• Wil A. WALKER. Wm. a. walker.
the
puppy
lay
sleeping
in
the
sunshine.
MRS. CHAS. FERRY, CHAS. FFTRY. •
old Junker party of the name of DiebatDaher, and it professes to give some Dropping the hottie alongside of the
curious details in regard to the present dog, the goose quacked loudly, and as
fortune of the ex-Chancellor and how it the pup unclosed his eyes to ascertain
was acquired. After the German war the occasion for the uproar on the part
of 1870 the Prince received from the of his ungainly friend the goose picked
country two estates of no great value, tlie rubber nipple with its beak and
which, coupled with his own paternal proceeded to insert it between the small
BEFORE treatment aftke treatmknt
Divorced but united again
estate, brought him in a fair revenue, white teeth of its protege. The latter
grasped
the
situation,
and,
recognizing
BTN0
NAMES
OR
TESTIMONIALS
USED
WITHOUT
WRITTEN CONSENT.-®*
lie then left Blelchroeder to look after
his private monetary aflairs with the a long lost necessity, greedily gulped at
SYPHILIS
result that he now has a fortune amount the bottle, and managed with but little
Syphilis and other Private diseases. 1 had ulcers in th
EMISSIONS
mouth and throat, bone pains, hair loose, pimples oni
ing to 150,000,000 marks. This, the difficulty to drain its contents. The
face, finger nails camo off, emissions, became thin antil
STRICTURE
whole
affair
was
so
unique
and
wellauthor contendj, can only have been
deepondont. Seven doctors treated me with Mercury.fl
managed that I permitted the bottle to
Pota,,h, etc. They helped me but could not cure me.
CURED
made by Stock Exchange speculations,
_____
---—
—
I,
Finally
nfrtcnd induced me to try Drs-Kennedy&Kergan.D
remain with the ill assorted pair, and
rheir New Method Treatment cured mo in n few weeks. Their treatment is wonderful.R
based on the knowledge that the Prince
A
on
feel
yoursolf
gaining
every
day.
1
have
never beard of their foiling to cure in a sing- ~
derived from his position at the head of gave orders to refill it at least once a
SECURES GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
day.
Such
sagacity
and
observation
de

the German Government, and which he
Capt. Chas. Ferry pays:—“IowemyUfo to Drs. K. & K.
At 14 Ilearnedabad
At 21 1 bad all
tho
symptoms IMPOTENCY
confided to Bleichroeder. That, with served reward, and it got what it de
------------habit.
- -------------------------------------sympto;
»t
Seminal Weakness and Spcrmatorr'icca, Emissions
the cares of empire on his shoulders, served.”
were drain

It Comet to tho Preacher from Over Study and Brain Tin
to Any Person, too, who Worries and Frets.

It Comet

Insist on the
Genuine

SAPOLIO

STRONG
' AGAIN!

"SINFUL HABITS IN YOUTH

8

HE RESULT

6

K

K

o

he left his monetary aflairs in the hands
of his banker, is very posssible, and
equally possible is it that his banker did
the beet for his client. But I should re
quire a good deal more evidence than is
afforded in this pamphlet to believe that
the Prince speculated on state secrets in
partnership with a Hebrew financier, or
that his fortune is now anything like
150,000,000 marks.

New Danger For Preachers

William H. Kroger, of San Frsneisco,
thrashed the clergyman who married
him because he was asked to pay what
he thought was too large a fee. Mrs.
Kroger then refused to live with her
husband, evidently being in fear of
Kroger’s style of argument.
An Embarrassment.

of a certain “effective”
preacher that just a< he became very
earnest and dramatic one Sunday eve
ning the voice of a child startled the
congregation by calling:
“Mamma, what’s the matter with
that fellow? Won’t they let him out of
that box?”
It is told

A Great Bridge’s Strength.

In the Forth Bridge there is a horizon
tal pull of 10,000 tons on the chitf
spans, and a weight of 100,000 tons on
tlieir liases. Half a dozen British iron
clads might be hung upon them with
[
out causing any undue strain.

ing and weakening my vitality. I married at
Under advice of my family doctor, but it was a VARICOCELE
sad experience In eighteen months we were divorced. I
EMISSIONS
then consulted Dre. K. & K., who rentored me to ninnliood
by their New Method Treatment. I felta now life thrill through
3|my nerves. We were united again and are happy. Thin was
CURED
six yours
Drs» I£« & !£• uro sciontido 8jx?cia' iliats
lists uiul I hoartily rocozuciGiHl V1prnil>

than fn any other expenditure. No lineor)
(oodaofferaoaenatbtea selection asshoeiuj
j -’or instance, take Slipix-rs. Ladies* Fine I
-ti.'. s . ie. limi t forget tlie children: buy’

hem th • Little Giant Sh<»e. warranted.
Wishing all my patrons and everybody I
•lse a Merry Christmas.
I am Respectfully,

E.

AT

Men’s Buff Shoe s,
Worth $1.50, for . .

H. C. -PARKER, Sontheast cor. Main and Vine streets.
ooc

GRANT,

“STOTT
To Sell, Purchase or Rent

JOHN

IkDRS. KENNEDY & KERGAN,Si

MT. VERNON. OHIO.
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■
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Look Well to Your Interest

E. C. BEGGS,
ENTAL SURGEON Office in Arnold
block, corner of East High street and
Monument Square, Mt Vernon, Ohio. Tel
ephone—New company—Residence, 167; of
fice, 191.

I)'

By calling at 124 South Main Street.

ILL WOOL SUITS MIDI 10 ORDER FOR S15

L. 11. Houck,

And upwards. Quality goodlatest. Fit correct.

A

TTORNEY-AT-LA W. Office in R°g
Main
street, Mt. Vernon, O. Rooms 2 and 3

8econd floor.

Style the

Largest stock in town to select from.

PHYSICIANS.

D

Office and Residence, 118 East Gambier
street, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Office Hours—2 10 4 p. m.
Telephone calla--Home company, No. 169
Bell company, No. 32.

K. CON A RD, M. D.

Homeopathic Physician

and

Surgeon

Office in the Woodward Block. Resi
dence—Gambier Street.
Office Hours—8 to 10 a. m., 2 to 4 a:i«l 5
to 8 p. m.
24aprly

l5o

Style?
,’6

to suit all wr/ters.all stationers have them.

J~.:n ST, NEW

YORK-AND

EAMDEN, N.J.

JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHY8ICIAN,
Office—West side of Main si reel,four doors
north of Public 8quare, Mt Veruon. Ohio.
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele
phone 73.
29sept87

BLIIO1MED

DR. GEORGE B. BUNN.
pHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers’ Block, 111 South Main
Street, Ml. Vernon, Ohio.
All professional calls by day or nig 1
June
promptly responded to.

LONDON, CANADA,

CREAM - ALE
Is brewed from the very best A KO. 1 MALT,
THE CHOICEST HOPS, AKO ABSOLUTELY

PURE SPRIKG WATER.

It is a perfectly

PURE, WHOLESOME,

NUTRITIOUS and

R.BAKEB & SOK

G.

DELICIOUS

DRUGGISTS
MT. V3RXJN,
Sell

all

(he

Patent

DRINK,

With a very pleasant and most agree

able Hop aftertaste.

OHIO,
Vf eidlninet

It is the

HEALTHIEST AND SEST^

Advertised in thia Paj»*r.

(Tlte^Ne Plus Ultra)

On draught at

Of all Winter Drinks.

Mott’s Nerverine Piils
The great
r e .n e d y lot
nervous prost ration and
al! nervous
diseases oL thr
generative or
BEFORE AND AFTER USING.
gans of eithei
sex, such as Nervous Prostration, Failing o.
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emis
sions, Youthful Errors, Pdental worry, ex
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $J.OC
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
MOTT'S CHEM.'CAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland. Ohio

Tlie lit. Vernon IMlinn

Co.'s,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

G to 12 Vine St,

F, J

D’ARCEY, MANAGER-w-

Agents for Mt. Vernon

and

adjacent

towns.

Sildbv Ed. Dovei West Side Public Square.

Consultation Free and Strictly ('onlidfiitial at the Curtis House, Jit. Vernon, Holiday,' I’ceeBber 27, from 9 a. in. to S p. in.

WBAK MEN AND WOMEN.

T

you strong.

HE CELEBRATED FRANCE TREATMENT IS ACKNOWLEDGED BY MANY, INCLUDING PROMINENT PHYSICIANS OF EUROPE AS
WELL AS AMERICA, AS BEING THE MOST COMPLETE AND SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT KNOWN TO THE MEDICAL WORLD,
FOR DISEASES OF MEN AND WOMEN. THE CURE IS EFFECTED BY HOME TREATMENT—ENTIRELY HARMLESS.

THE FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE,
38& 40 W. Gay St., COLUMBUS, 0. One Block N. ol State Houte. ESTABLISHED 1886.

OLDEST! MOST RELIABLE! BEST EQUIPPED 1
Our long experience, remarkable skill, and universal success for the past
eighteen years in Ohio, entitles us to the full confidence of the afflicted.
treat and cure Medical atfd Surgical Diseases, Catarrh, Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat and Lungs, Stomach, Kidneys, Liver, Skin, Blood,
Syphilis, Bladder, Nervous, Chronic, Female aud Sexual Diseases speedily
enred fly treatment that hag never failed in thousands of cases that had been pro
nounced beyond hope, V7e have perfected the niogt successful method in curing
Vital Drain in Urine, Nocturnal Losses, Icj’«j-.-d Memory, Melancholy, Want of
Energy, Premature Decline of the Vtast Vespers —those terrible disorders arising
from ruinout practices of yonth, rendering marriage unhappy, annually sweeping
to an untimely grave thousands of exalted talent and brilliant Intellect. It costs no
more to employ- ait expert, than to risk your life with an iuexperienced physician.

THE FRANCE PYSTEM OF LOCAL TREATMENT
WITH OUR MEDICATED PAD FOR MEN

L»K:PR3.Kt.X=PRS -KftK=PRg.K». *

COOPER,

OFFICE IN COOPER BLOCK

17 YEARS IN OHIO, 200.000 CURED. NO RISK

Q

Houses?

If so, call on or address

W. C. Cooper.
Frank Moore
COOPER & MOOREttorneys at law. office 112
Main street, Mt. Vernon. O.

IMPORTANT TO WOMEN
After years of experience, we have dis
red the
greatest cure known for diseases
to the
sex. Female diseases positively^
by
a new
method. The cure is effected r _' home treatment,
Entirely harmless and
applied.

Our Guarantee is the best that can be given,
being secured by a capital of $300,000.

• Kidney and Bladder Diseases.

' Q

or

Land

ALL CURABLE CASES GUARANTEED.

t^T-NO NAMES USED WITHOUT WRITTEN CONSENT. PRI-B

98c

TixrcMgr^ tixe Eixtire etocic.

61xaa.Lla.r Sa.rgra.Lxxs

FFIrE opposite the Court House. Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
48jani0

K

IVATE. No medicine sent C. O. D. No names on boxes or enve
*opes. Everything confidential. Question list and cost of Treat-©
)ment, FREE.
.— ■

STORE!

98c

Ladies’ Kid, Button or Lace
Shoe, Worth $1.50, for . . .

m^ll'eakness.
ty
treat and cure Varicocele, Emission*, Nervous Debility, Seminal^
Cleet, Stricture, Syphilis, Unnatural Discharges, Self Abus^

I

SHOE

AWAY IXjWN FOR CASH. Juft look nt this (-ffer..................

oct31 tf

KS'

-nnkcTi tat./Aj eocc x’
***"*“»ior otnera u win do Tor you’
CONSULTATION FREE. No matter who has treated you, write for an hornet opinion Fr< < !
.of Charge. Chargee reasonable. BOOKS FREE—‘*Tlo Golden Monitor” (iiinstrated), onn
|Diseases of Men. Inclose paetage, Scents. Sealed.

NEW

THE

Th»* stuck is frmh and styles are of the latest, and PRICES A RE

A. K. aUcIWTIRE,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR Al
LAW.

o

xxxxxxxx:

;xxxxxxxxx

FFICE Roonm 1 and 2. Bunn lug Build
ing, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

,eSj

&_ 24

Good judgment Is necensary at Chintmas J
time. You don't feel like xpeuding good (
ash for senseless ( hrislmas gifts: you get,
>ett, r s.HSf.n tion from a sensible pre-.-_-nt. I

HTTOKXEY-AT-LAW.

if,

K

Gifts.

PRUFESSIOYAL Ctitlff.

W.

Christmas

Sensible

FREE EXAMIN/

TREATMENT BY CORRESPONDENCE.
Write for book of 100 pages aud list of
500
<___
»> questions.
co.
names published without the written«<
consent
of the patient.

OF THE URINE.

—« for medical treatment should
first ?n
2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed
."Frnf
preferred), which will receive a
L^<^“craical aad
examination,
o Money Required of Responsible Parties
to Commence Treatment.
kite*, and suitable remedies wifi be sent to you by mail,
brir...

positively the most complete and successful known
lor weak and undeveloped organs, Spermatorrhea
Vital Drain iu Urine, Seminal weakness, Varicocele,
Prematur.! Decline of the Manly Powers, and all con
ditions arising from excess and secret vices.
is

, _

No

DR. FRSNCE &

W. Gay St.,Columbus, O.

Consul ation Frw ami Strictly (onti initial

"the Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Monday, December 27, from 9 1. m. to 8 p.m.

